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From Praetorian Guards to National 
Armies

The greatest service they [members of the officer corps] can render is to remain true to 
themselves, to serve with silence and courage in the military way . If they abjure the 
military spirit, they destroy themselves first and their nation ultimately .

—Samuel P. Huntington

After African independences, new political authorities made the army the ultimate 
symbol of sovereignty—as a means of ensuring defense and territorial integrity as well 
as a foundation for nation building. Soon, however, this military institution went astray 
and vitiated the process of building a state of law, stifling in various countries all forms 
of political, social, and economic service to the people. Drifting away from its traditional 
mission of preserving the sovereignty and integrity of the territory, the army insidiously 
imposed itself as an instrument of power. Bullets instead of elections became the safest 
and quickest method of gaining control of the state: the coup d’état as violence for foun-
ding a new order became the norm. It is symptomatic that in Africa a successful coup is 
almost always greeted with enthusiasm by people affected by the old order, deceived by 
the junta’s promises for democratization and development.

Several presidents came to power through a coup d’état. They know that without the 
loyalty of the military, their powers are ephemeral. Therefore, they spend considerable 
money on presidential security brigades and other elite troops, giving command of these 
forces to people close to them. These units consist   of individuals from the same clan, 
ethnic group, or party. The army becomes a tool not only for conquest but also for keeping 
power; for protecting regimes, not states; and for generating corruption that permeates 
all levels of command. Thus, more than half a century after independence—and with 
the exception of a handful of countries with actual military capabilities—almost no 
African army can defend its own national territory. As an institution, the military  loses 
its constitutional function of protecting citizens and becomes a quasi-private security 
force that protects a system from which it benefits—in effect becoming a praetorian 
guard. The civilian population, whose constitutional rights and duties give it control of 
the military, has often become both the object and victim of armed dictatorship. This 
reversal of roles has had disastrous consequences for the political stability and develop-
ment of nations. The fact that even today some leaders of the security sector are ready 
to shoot unarmed civilians clearly confirms that they continue to think of their duty in 
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terms of defending the regime in power rather than the constitution. Such a stance goes 
against the basic codes of military conduct and democratic standards.

Clearly, democratic control of the security sector is essential for the rule of law. This 
may differ from one state to another, but the goals and principles are the same—trans-
parency and accountability. Throughout history, no state’s military has remained com-
pletely separate from the political structure, but the objective is to have real armies 
and security forces effective in fulfilling their constitutional duties, subject to civilian 
authorities and transparent governance. African countries are trying to restructure and 
professionalize their armies, police, and intelligence services; however, the reform of 
African armies begins with good governance by the states.

International partners have a substantial role to play in these reforms. Africa is not 
threatened by a military invasion from foreign countries; furthermore, it is unlikely 
that interstate wars will reoccur. Nevertheless, armies prepare for conventional wars 
by Western countries even though the real threat is terrorism. Military training must 
address terrorism, which is gaining ground in Africa. The substantial military aid to 
states that have no enemies other than their own people is one of the anomalies of inter-
national relations. Paradoxically, the five permanent members of the United Nations 
Security Council—the guarantor of peace and development—are responsible for the 
majority of weapons sales, directly or indirectly, to these states, regardless of how they 
are used. International partners should focus more, or at least as much, on educating 
African officers in governance and accountability than on their military education. More 
specifically, partnerships in security matters should favor the more democratic countries 
because they are more likely to contribute to regional stability. Finally, the rule of law: 
although some coups d’état against a dictatorial regime became popular and accepted by 
the people as well as the international community, they remain unconstitutional. There 
are no legitimate coups. Military intervention in some cases allows building a demo-
cratic civil authority by organizing elections after the coup, but it is wrong in principle 
because such intervention involves falling back into the unconstitutionality from which 
Africa must free itself.

Rémy M. Mauduit, Editor 
Air and Space Power Journal–Africa and Francophonie 
Maxwell AFB, Alabama
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Changing the Player, Not the Game
Ennahda’s Homo islamicus

Edward wEbb, Phd*

We’ve adopted in our program a system of free social economy: the same system of the mar-
ket but within the framework of justice and humanity, not the system of brutal markets . 
Yes, we encourage free initiatives, but within the framework of humanity .

—Rached El-Ghannouchi, leader of Ennahda 
Interviewed on Al Jazeera’s Empire, 13 November 2011

One understudied aspect of the politics of Tunisia’s dominant political 
party, Ennahda, is its approach to the monumental task of meeting 
revolutionary demands for a more equitable economic order, with 
greater prosperity shared by a wider part of the population.1 This 

stance reverses the concentration of wealth seen in the latter years of Zine El-
Abidine Ben Ali’s regime. This article is a preliminary attempt to situate Ennahda’s 
economic philosophy within a broader universe of Islamic or Islamist thought on 
economic issues. It also makes a tentative projection about a likely limitation on 
economic policy if Ennahda finds itself in power after the current transitional 
period. The basis for this projection is the track record of the employers’ associa-
tion MÜSİAD and the labor union Hak-İş in Turkey, whose core ideology ap-
pears consonant with that of Ennahda.

To the extent that Ennahda articulates a distinctive economic philosophy, it 
is one that operates only at the individual level. Although it shares with many 
political movements of the global south a rhetoric of resistance to the hegemony 
of neoliberal globalization, it does not posit any coherent alternative. The main 
tool offered by Ennahda to ameliorate Tunisia’s economic hardships is Homo is-
lamicus, a more virtuous economic actor who will be disciplined enough to refrain 
from corrupt practices and who will inspire workers to greater productivity by 
engaging them in culturally appropriate ways.

*The author is an assistant professor of political science and international studies at Dickinson College in 
Carlisle, Pennsylvania. He holds a BA in oriental studies from Cambridge University and an MA and a PhD 
in political science from the University of Pennsylvania. He served in the British Diplomatic Service in the 
1990s, including several years in Cairo. His research and teaching interests are mainly in the politics of the 
Middle East and North Africa, including authoritarianism, media and politics, and the politics of education, 
particularly in Tunisia, Turkey, and Egypt.
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The Regional Historical 
Conjuncture as Context for Economic Ideology

How are Islamist parties responding to economic demands of uprisings that 
propelled them to power? A first cut at that question by Ibrahim Saif and Mu-
hammad Abu Rumman for the Carnegie Middle East Center in May 2012 found 
commonalities across several cases but noted that Tunisia’s Islamists’ approach to 
economic questions was already more developed than that of their counterparts in 
Egypt, Morocco, or Jordan.2 On the other hand, some observers, such as Khalil 
al-Anani, see little or no difference between how Islamists in power approach 
economic policy and the neoliberal policies of the fallen regimes:

While in the program of the Freedom and Justice Party one can notice the overuse of 
terms and language that are based on what has become to be known as “the Islamic 
economic system,” the actual economic policy applied by the Party on the ground is not 
much different from the capitalist practices that prevailed during the era of the former 
regime. . . .
 This is also the case with Tunisia’s Ennahda Party, whose leaders never miss a chance 
to call for more capital, stimulation of the private sector, and engagement in economic 
partnership that is based on international free market principles and commitment to 
international conditions, in reference to economic liberalization programs, which are 
often applied at the expense of the poor and low-income people.3

Al-Anani is a critic of the Islamists, but he is far from alone in noticing an es-
sential continuity of policy. Stephen Glain reported in the Washington Post that 
the “mercantilist sensibility” of the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) means that it 
combines “patronage systems that provide food, education and health care to 
Egypt’s poor” with “an ancient laissez-faire tradition” that it traces to the birth of 
Islam.4

So is there in fact any significant difference between Islamists’ preferences 
and neoliberal capitalism? Al-Anani notes that the MB’s critique of the previous 
regime “does not stem from the fact that there is a structural flaw in the prevailing 
economic system, but on the fact that the problem lies in those who are in charge 
of it.”5 This remark allows an entry point for understanding where the two ap-
proaches part company: the distinction between liberalism’s Homo œconomicus and 
Islamism’s Homo islamicus.

The influential nineteenth century Islamic reformist Jamal al-Din al-Afghani 
had concerns about the individualism of modern subjectivity: “The quality of ego-
ism consists of self-love to the point that if a personal profit requires a man having 
that quality to let the whole world be harmed, he would not renounce that profit 
but would consent to the harm of everyone in the world” (italics in original).6 
Liberal individualism can appear simply as antisocial: rights-bearing individuals 
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capable of choosing moral ends for themselves stand in contrast to the dutiful 
followers of divine discipline, for whom moral ends are already chosen exteriorly. 
We will see below how Ennahda’s discourse on the economy echoes al-Afghani.

The self-interested chooser who concerned al-Afghani was the Homo œco-
nomicus who is the basis of classical liberal economic theory and the dominant 
global economic order today. Islamic thought might reject the notion of a human 
being who chooses his or her own moral ends and an ethical order built upon that 
foundation; nevertheless, Islamists’ economic orientations have considerable over-
lap with liberalism. The distinction comes, as the short quotation from al-Anani 
suggests, not from the approach to economic structures but the nature of the 
economic actor. The name of the Islamic actor is found in the subtitle of a publica-
tion produced by MÜSİAD, the Turkish Muslim employers’ association: “Homo 
Islamicus.”7

Before we discuss the nature of this being, we should note that a different 
conception of the actor implies at least the possibility that the structure within 
which he or she operates might also be different. Indeed, we learn from Ayşe 
Buğra that in MÜSİAD publications, “the rules set out by the prophet himself to 
guide the exchange activity in the Medina market are often discussed as rules 
which clearly define a competitive system with minimum state intervention and 
regulation. This system is different, however, from a pure market economy in that 
it is clearly embedded in social relations mediated by a religious morality” (emphasis 
added).8 So Homo islamicus as a concept always exists within Islamic society.9

Saif and Abu Rumman identify seven core economic principles expounded 
by MB founder Hassan al-Banna and, they argue, broadly influential among Is-
lamists:

[1] approving licit earnings and describing them as ‘the foundation of life itself ’; [2] 
declaring the inviolability of private property; [3] affirming the need to narrow the gap 
between social classes; [4] supporting a social safety net for all citizens; [5] making the 
state responsible for achieving ‘social balance’; [6] forbidding the exploitation of political 
influence to further private economic interests; and [7] proscribing illicit sources of rev-
enue.10

Clearly such principles are incompatible with Leninism (point two) but could 
otherwise accommodate a range of political-economic arrangements from demo-
cratic socialism to liberal capitalism, except of the most doctrinaire libertarian 
variety (due to points four and five). So it appears that the main distinctions be-
tween Islamic and non-Islamic economic systems are moral ones, at the level of 
the society and of the individual actor embedded in that society.
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Ennahda’s Economic Ideology
The key question facing Ennahda is how it responds to the demands of party 

members and other citizens for a way out of Tunisia’s economic crisis within the 
constraints imposed by the international context and consistent with its own core 
values. What, in practice, is the “system of free social economy”?

One might wish to analyze policies enacted since the troika government, in 
which Ennahda is the leading partner, came to power. However, these offer at best 
a partial indication of the party’s priorities because Ennahda is forced to make 
compromises due to being in a coalition. Furthermore, the transitional nature of 
the government has tended to make national unity and consensus higher priori-
ties than would presumably be the case were Ennahda governing alone and in a 
regularly elected government.

We also need to be very aware of external constraints on policy making as an 
important filter between preferences and outcomes. The Ennahda-led govern-
ment has repeatedly reassured investors and others that there would be no major 
shifts in either macroeconomic policy or social policies likely to have a negative 
effect on the crucial tourism sector, such as bans on alcohol or bikinis. These 
constraints would presumably be the same for any government of postrevolution-
ary Tunisia.

More generally, it is hard to assess the government’s economic decision mak-
ing due to low levels of transparency. The 2012 Open Budget Survey awarded 
Tunisia a remarkably low score of 11/100, showing how little budget data it re-
leases for public discussion.11 Leaked documents related to negotiations with the 
International Monetary Fund for a standby arrangement show disparities between 
publicly announced figures for growth and the budget deficit and the figures 
shared with the fund: growth is reportedly 3.2 percent rather than 3.6 percent, 
and the budget deficit is 8 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) rather than 
5.9 percent.12

Saif and Abu Rumman do summarize some proposed policies covering 
2012–16, based on Ennahda’s 2011 election manifesto. The goal for GDP growth 
is set at 7 percent annually (it is less than half that currently), with unemployment 
planned to decrease from 14 percent in 2010 to around 8 percent by 2016 (in 2012 
it declined from 18.1 to 16.7 percent).13 The unemployment reduction was to 
come through job training for university graduates and incentives for the private 
sector to provide job opportunities. The platform pledged a reduced tax burden on 
medium- and low-income groups. It planned to make Tunisia a financial hub by 
encouraging development of a modernized insurance market with an emphasis on 
Islamic insurance. It would combat corruption and reduce red tape, seek to revive 
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the North African Union, and enhance Tunisia’s status vis-à-vis the European 
Union (EU). With the exception of the reference to Islamic insurance, there is 
little here to distinguish Ennahda from a secular party of the center-right. How-
ever, in a supplementary budget submitted to the Constituent Assembly in April, 
after a few months in power, the government of Hamadi Jebali revised growth 
estimates for the year down to 3.5 percent and asked for an increase in the budget 
of 2.5 billion dinars (about US $1 billion) for short-term Keynesian stimulus 
through expenditures on housing and infrastructure.14  The overall impression is 
one of pragmatism, with more reliance on state intervention in the economy than 
classical liberal economics might countenance.

Ennahda is routinely described as a moderate Islamist party, associated taxo-
nomically with the MB in Egypt and its various offshoots as well as Turkey’s 
Justice and Development Party. But it is not identical to either of them, having a 
distinct organizational history and sociopolitical context. A crucial element in its 
identity (going back to its predecessor movements) is opposition to secularist 
leaders Habib Bourguiba and Ben Ali in Tunisia. This history, though, is not a 
straightforward one of binary opposition; nor was Ennahda alone in opposing the 
more dictatorial elements of Bourguiba’s reign and the police state that followed 
a brief “Tunisian Spring” in the late 1980s after Ben Ali’s coup of 1987. It sits 
amidst an array of reasonably effective liberal and leftist opposition groups—part 
of the reason Ennahda finds itself governing in coalition now, unlike the MB in 
Egypt before the Morsy government fell. It was brutally repressed—like the 
MB—but unlike the MB, Ennahda could not organize extensively in the 1990s 
and the past decade. The Egyptian group took over professional syndicates and 
ran for parliament as independents, whereas such opportunities were not open to 
Ennahda. The movement’s leader, Rached El-Ghannouchi, and many of his clos-
est associates spent the past two decades in exile, in common with activists, jour-
nalists, and others from across Tunisia’s political spectrum. The limited amount of 
organizing took place underground; thus, when El-Ghannouchi and others re-
turned after the fall of Ben Ali, they took charge of a movement that had genera-
tional splits in experience and ideology. They also quickly encountered more 
conservative religious political groups emerging alongside the longer-established 
liberals, leftists, and other forces, including the important nationalist trade union 
UGTT and the emerging neo-Bourguibist Nidaa Tounes party. In brief, Ennahda 
is part of a diverse political space in which it maintains a plurality of influence but 
in which it is vigorously challenged from several directions.

So what is Ennahda’s approach to the economy? Saif and Abu Rumman 
quote El-Ghannouchi: “I believe that we must adopt the form of social democ-
racy practiced in Sweden and the other Scandinavian states. Economics must be 
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dominated by social values, and not simply the aggressive forces of the free mar-
ket.”15 At that level of generality, not much daylight appears between the Islamist 
leader and the liberal-left interim president of Tunisia, Moncef El Marzouki: “To 
believe that the market economy, liberal or neo-liberal, will pull Tunisians out of 
poverty is . . . a false and stale idea.”16

Ennahda answers economic challenges in a way that can be seen as distinc-
tive compared to how a secular party might approach the same questions, doing 
so primarily at the level of the individual economic actor. Its answers, in common 
with those of the other regional Islamist actors discussed in Saif and Abu Rum-
man, reach to the early Islamic community for their justification. As shown here 
in discussion of a statement on economic policy posted on the party’s official 
website, Ennahda does not offer concrete proposals on macroeconomic issues so 
much as identify mechanisms whereby “Islam’s men” will

1. act in an uncorrupt way;
2. bridge the gap between the rulers and the people, and between employers 

and employees;
3. attract trust and confidence; and
4. empower people to be better economic agents through discipline (moral 

training).
This last point invites interesting comparisons to Max Weber’s argument in The 
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism and, less obviously perhaps, to the at-
tempts to harness private religious morality to economic efficacy in the mid-
twentieth-century educational programs of Turkey, Egypt, and Tunisia itself, at 
least under Bourguiba.17 In essence, Ennahda’s claim here could be taken as say-
ing that on the economic front, it will succeed where Bourguiba failed since its 
ideology is more consonant with the culture of the masses: disciplining through 
religion will work better than its secular educational counterpart.

What follows is an analysis of a policy document posted on Ennahda’s offi-
cial website (one of two under the heading “Thought”): “On the Problematic of 
the Islamists’ Economic Program.”18 The document seems to be derived from 
writings or statements by El-Ghannouchi, but its authorship is not explicit. It is 
composed of seven “observations,” each elaborated upon at some length.

In its first observation, the document notes that previous governments hid 
correct information about the economy and that the struggle has focused on re-
moving dictatorships. This is by way of explaining why Ennahda has not hitherto 
set out a comprehensive economic plan: the emphasis has been elsewhere, and the 
information has remained unavailable. It is not that Ennahda has anything to 
hide: “Discussing the Islamic economic program is not discussing a secret or 
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magical project, as some adversaries of the Islamic solution spread around . . . nor 
is it a matter of a moral project, even though morals have some role in societies’ 
renaissances.”

The Islamic economic program is integrative, embedded in a context whose 
most relevant circles are the cultural, social, and political, working complementa-
rily with them to provide citizens the necessities of their society—their becoming 
civilized (tamaddun) and their self-respect or dignity (3azzah). “It is impossible to 
separate the economy and politics, particularly these days: economic and political 
issues do not exist in a vacuum but originate in an organized human society re-
lated to moral ideals.” This echoes the summary of al-Banna offered by Saif and 
Abu Rumman.19

The second observation develops a notion of congruence between state and 
people: “A regime certainly cannot succeed if it conflicts with the ideals the people 
believe in.” It draws a contrast between this approach and what it describes as the 
rule elsewhere: “Most governments of the Islamic world do not know Islamic 
ideals and do not wish to get to know them.” It describes a widening gulf between 
“the state and economic elite on the one hand and the mass of the people on the 
other,” which deepens mistrust and hampers effective development.

The third observation is essentially a criticism of dominant approaches to 
economics in the second half of the twentieth century, as the global south achieved 
independence. It argues that development projects of right and left have failed, 
leading to deepening poverty and indebtedness.

The fourth observation draws a stark contrast, making an argument for Islam 
as a better alternative to other development frameworks. Islam is a complete sys-
tem. Islamic civilization reached its height when Islam led the world in cultural, 
legal, and economic life: “Markets of this life side by side with markets of the next 
gave physical form to the Islamic precept joining the material to the spiritual.”20 
Evocation of the “golden age,” common to Islamist discourse, is here tied directly 
to economic issues: “Islam is still the most important ingredient in the identity of 
the umma and the motor of its energies if it is put to work in development proj-
ects, as happened in the experience of Malaysia, Turkey and Indonesia.”21 Aside 
from these positive examples, the Islamic movement (treated as a singular entity) 
remains mostly in opposition while secularists are in government, so the move-
ment cannot be blamed for shortfalls in the production of necessities.

The next section appears crucial to understanding the individual-level foun-
dations of a distinctively Islamic approach. Given that Islam led society well,

it is natural that its men would be most capable of mobilizing our peoples in any develop-
ment project and bridging the enormous abyss opened up by the Westernizing/estrang-
ing (taghriibiiyah) curricula between the ruling and cultural elite on the one hand, and 
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the mass of the people on the other, which made the elite as if they were calling to it from 
a far place so that scarcely anything of their pronouncements and directions could reach.

So the difference is primarily ethical at the individual level (better men will run 
things better) and social (they speak the language of the culture). The next section 
develops both of these ideas with reference to success stories from elsewhere. It is 
noteworthy that in the absence of a track record, due to being frozen out of power 
for so long and persecuted, they can only point to the records of other Islamists 
elsewhere, naturally cherry-picking the best news. This can be a temporary strategy 
only: as in all performance-based legitimization strategies, they will sooner or 
later need to reproduce these successes on their own terrain in order to substanti-
ate their analysis of what factors have worked elsewhere.

The fifth observation, then, discusses Turkey’s experience in economic re-
form. It also mentions the growing interest in Islamic banking worldwide, includ-
ing the part of non-Islamic institutions such as Barclays and Citigroup, and stud-
ies in institutions around the world—including the West—on Islamic finance and 
economics (it refers to the United Kingdom’s Loughborough University as a 
center of such studies). Both theory and practice have developed. Islamic banking 
is internationally competitive, including competing successfully with interest-
based banking. The document also cites successes in development within civil 
society rather than at the state level, noting that the MB took over the running of 
many professional syndicates in Egypt, proving itself effective in delivering ser-
vices.

In many ways, Turkey is the trump card here, particularly in light of its strong 
economic performance over the past few years. The document draws a contrast 
between Turkey’s experience in reducing debt and unemployment on the one 
hand and “capitalism” on the other: “Their economy escaped the collapses that 
afflicted the capitalist economies, and there is no clear reason behind these suc-
cesses apart from Islam, since it is the distinguishing factor.”

So how does Islam do its work in these instances? Through its people. Is-
lamists study with secularists in the same universities, take the same subjects, but 
they do better in business because “firstly, their speech is closer to the broadest 
sectors of the masses.” Here again is the argument that they are similar in culture 
to those they must lead and manage—that they can inspire them, unlike the secu-
larists who speak as if from a distance. The behavior of the Islamist inspires more 
trust than others. He is among the community, praying with them and so on. This 
is a clear benefit to business.

Moreover, only Islamists are said to have a very important developmental 
factor: Islam imposes modesty, makes doing right a duty and forbids doing wrong, 
and curbs waste and excess. “Islam is a moral training agent” that gives capacity 
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for self-control—the ability to curb a tendency toward waste, conserving a share 
for the needs of all and allowing growth. It is a hedge against corruption. The 
document notes that Tunisia’s first postrevolutionary prime minister said corrup-
tion was a significant drag on growth, exacerbating unemployment. Turkey’s mid-
1990s Islamist prime minister Necmettin Erbakan and his followers are held up 
as an example of successfully setting their country on a path away from corruption 
and achieving positive economic results. Because of the externally imposed con-
straints of the law, believing Muslims will conduct themselves in ways conducive 
to successful development, in implied contrast to the egocentric Homo œconomicus. 
Economic policy, then, is about disciplining productive economic actors. “The 
economic program is not just plans, however precise and whatever their good 
points, as much as it is above all a humanitarian, cultural training project” 
(mashruu3 thaqaafii tarbawii insaanii). In other words, it is about human capital 
development through the discipline of divinely sanctioned productive behavior.

But here the document takes a turn toward something straight out of liberal 
development orthodoxy: “Governments, if they want any reform, must be logical 
[consonant?] with themselves and marry together economic freedom and political 
freedom,” for without that they will not be able to realize plenty for the people: 
“freedom is indivisible.” This idea is developed more in the following observation.

The sixth observation argues that what Islam said in the seventh century CE 
agrees with what liberalism said in the nineteenth century CE and since then on 
the indivisibility of rights, so long as there is “balance between the material, spiri-
tual and creative needs of the individual, and he is considered part of a family and 
a group and human collectivity and in a necessary and fateful relationship with 
the environment,” contrasting this to capitalist and socialist development. It fol-
lows, then, that development needs planning, legislation, investment, education, 
professional training, and so forth. “But probably before all of that, it needs an 
encouraging political climate, a helpful psychological atmosphere, calm social 
circumstances, just laws,” making these the key tasks of revolutionary govern-
ments. Here one finds a notion of substantive democracy, perhaps an echo of 
Amartya Sen’s influential work in which he argues that political development and 
economic development are essentially indivisible, that the goal of increasing the 
freedom and capabilities of individuals cannot be served effectively by a narrow 
focus on economic growth but must be approached holistically: “Development 
requires the removal of major sources of unfreedom: poverty as well as tyranny, 
poor economic opportunities as well as systematic social deprivation, neglect of 
public facilities as well as intolerance or overactivity of repressive states.”22 The 
section is summarized as arguing for “democracy in its broad and complete sense, 
such that political life is transparent and clear, in which every individual, estab-
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lishment, organization, and entity knows its place and its limits and its rights, and 
economic life and productive activities are likewise.” Although it is not enough on 
its own to produce goods and so forth, it is nevertheless indispensible that “an 
atmosphere of seriousness, trust, faith, and confidence reign in society.”

The seventh observation moves to populism or, at least, majoritarianism.23 
Economic policy should be determined by what the majority of the people want, 
through transparent processes. Other routes “threaten balance and social peace, 
destroy a society’s institutions and the environment and throw the country into 
civil war or the edge of it.” To illustrate those other routes, the document recalls 
that dictatorships in most Arab states received Western support if they pursued 
structural adjustment under pressure from international financial institutions, 
even where this led to states of emergency, announced or not, and annulment of 
national or syndicate elections—“to facilitate the workings of international capi-
talist policies, crushing the hopes of peoples for independent development on 
behalf of the peoples and their freedoms and emancipation from dependence.” As 
at the global level, hegemony must be resisted, so a key task is to “end the hege-
mony of the state over society” and “to rebalance between state and society in favor 
of the latter.”

The piece ends in a burst of rhetoric (“economic work sees rebirth in the 
context of a complete renaissance, guaranteeing the liberation of the individual 
and society from state hegemony and from the greed of the globalist capitalist 
dragon”) and commitment to helping the poor, uneducated, and others. Finally, it 
offers a hadith about the Caliph Umar, reminding us of the duty to provide work 
and care for workers.

In summary, we do not see here any commitment to systematic redistribu-
tion but a plan for the remoralization of the economy at the individual level. If 
El-Ghannouchi wants social democracy, this statement does not offer a road map. 
It is long on the rhetoric of rejection of neoliberal globalization, along with broad 
criticism of both capitalism and socialism, but says almost nothing about macro-
economic alternatives. Rather, it is an argument that liberal economics work bet-
ter when led by moralized agents embedded within a society whose language they 
speak and whose mores are theirs. The external discipline of religious law and di-
vine sanctions against wrongdoing makes economic actors less wasteful, immune 
to the temptations of corruption, and harmonious with others in their society. It 
is a deeply idealistic vision.
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Projections: 
One Observation Based on Turkey’s Experience

One must be very cautious in making analogies between Turkey’s experience 
and likely future directions in Tunisia. However, there are some good reasons to 
do so. First, Ennahda itself clearly looks to Turkey as an inspiration and in some 
degree a model. Moreover, the commonalities of experience vis-à-vis the interna-
tional context are important: both have crucial ties to the EU, in contrast to the 
more arms-length relationship between Egypt and the EU, for instance. So far, 
the troika government led by Ennahda shows every sign of maintaining emphasis 
on that relationship. Evidence from a number of domains indicates that the pros-
pect of membership has imposed a salutary discipline on Turkish reform efforts. 
That degree of engagement is not in prospect soon, if ever, for Tunisia; neverthe-
less, the desire to increase access to the EU’s markets can serve as a powerful in-
centive to become a cooperative partner, indicating that a shift away from broadly 
liberal macroeconomic approaches is unlikely.

A thorough consideration of the trajectory of Turkey’s Islamist economic 
actors and ideas lies beyond the scope of this article. Studies of two key institu-
tions, though, suggest where an economic philosophy built around Homo islamicus 
might lead. Buğra studied the most important Islamist business association and 
labor union in Turkey. She noted that Hak-İş and MÜSİAD share in an “Islamic 
politics of recognition.”24 Both criticize Turkey’s past statist model, but “a pure 
market society characterized by the ‘disembeddedness’ of the economy from soci-
ety is not considered to be viable and desirable by either association.”25 She makes 
a persuasive case for the growing success of the two organizations since the 1980s 
due to their harmony with local and global economic trends:

Such traditional values comfortably fit in the information society which is characterized 
by the increasingly significant economic role of small and medium sized enterprises and, 
on the cultural plane, family values and religion contrast to large scale, capital-intensive 
enterprises, highly interventionist welfare state practices and a rationalist/positivist out-
look which characterize Western industrial society.26

This all seems of a piece with Ennahda’s orientation as analyzed above. But the 
two organizations do not exist entirely harmoniously. From the perspective of the 
bosses’ organization, Islam suggests “a model where workers’ rights and entitle-
ments, as well as responsibilities, are determined by informal and personal rela-
tions as opposed to redistributive/associative principles”—a patriarchal or patri-
monial model of reciprocal relations, in other words.27 The leaders of Hak-İş, on 
the other hand, “do not at all share MÜSİAD’s enthusiasm for the East Asian 
model of ‘embedded economy’, which, according to them, is based on an authori-
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tarian, undemocratic political system. The emphasis of flexibility that one finds in 
MÜSİAD’s agenda, too, is replaced by Hak-İş’s call for economic relations based 
on formal rules and regulations.”28

In their complementary study of 2005, Burhanettin Duran and Engin 
Yıldırım examine the evolution of Hak-İş’s positions over time. Until the early 
1990s, the “basic tenet of Hak-İş was the principle of the commonality of em-
ployer and employee interests on the basis of Muslim brotherhood. Hak-İş de-
clared that conflict between labour and capital was artificial because labour and 
capital complement each other.”29 Although labor relations are not discussed di-
rectly in the Ennahda document, this seems broadly consonant with its picture of 
economic relations built around Homo islamicus. However, the experience of try-
ing to advocate effectively for workers within an Islamic framework has proven 
frustrating to the leaders of Hak-İş, including the times when their antagonists 
were members of MÜSİAD. The leadership is careful not to appear to be develop-
ing a class-based rhetoric or ideology, but frustration is clear in some of the quota-
tions:

Muslims do not seem to be interested in problems of labour. Some Muslims see the cause 
of all problems in the lack of moral values, but the answer should not be to present tra-
ditional Islamic morality. Muslims should understand the question of class, and side with 
the poor. The powerful and the oppressor exploit sources of rızk by using the political and 
economic privileges Allah donated for the poor and the oppressed. Those who do not 
recognize workers’ rights are against God.30

They found that “approaching workers from a purely moralistic standpoint was 
not sufficient. Hak-İş had to imitate tactics of other unions if it was to survive. It 
was forced to recognize the reality of conflicting interests between workers and 
employers,” leading it to move away from a paternalist mode and toward an ar-
ticulation of rights in universalist terms.31 Relations with the EU and the pros-
pect, eventually fulfilled, of integration into Europe-wide labor organizations 
provided a further spur. Ultimately the authors credit the union with a key role in 
developing a democracy-friendly discourse within Turkish Islamism: “Hak-İş 
leaders have been articulating their arguments in universal terms since the early 
1990s. It has been forced to reconsider democracy and secularism as universal 
values rather than regarding them as western products. Hak-İş leadership cor-
rectly judged that their fortunes were closely tied to the strengthening of democ-
racy.”32

This is by no means automatically a cautionary tale for Ennahda. Democracy 
has already been incorporated into its discourse since the 1990s at least.33 How-
ever, relations between the two Islamist economic organizations, as well as their 
differing conceptions over time of what Islam requires of them, suggest that ideal-
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ism about the invigorating potential of Homo islamicus as an economic project 
must be tempered by recognition that both the strong tidal pull of global and 
European liberalism and the concrete reality of class relations may act as con-
straints on its ability to promote an alternative, harmonious model of efficient and 
just development.

Conclusion: 
Possible Future Directions of Ennahda’s Economic Policies

Ennahda’s priorities since coming to power as part of a transitional coalition 
have called for completing the process of writing a constitution and positioning 
itself well for future electoral competition while keeping the economy ticking 
over. Once elections take place for a nontransitional government—and if En-
nahda is as successful as seems likely—we will see more clearly how it attempts to 
implement the vision articulated by El-Ghannouchi of free markets “within the 
framework of humanity.” The policy document analyzed here suggests that there 
will be little change at the macroeconomic level to the neoliberal approach pur-
sued over the past decades but that an Ennahda government would seek to emu-
late Turkey in curbing corruption and more generally remoralizing economic life 
by promoting individual virtue. If the experience of Turkey’s Islamist organiza-
tions is a guide—and perhaps recent protests against commercialism and overde-
velopment in Istanbul and elsewhere point in the same direction—the external 
discipline of piety may be insufficient to overcome or even disguise the harsh 
competition of material interests.
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Building Bridges or Barricades
Considering Ethnic Identities in Africa
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Any contemporary discourse in Africa that undermines the postcolonial 
dimension in the explication of its experiences will run against that 
continent’s historiography. Postcolonial experiences here concern the 
activities of interrelated periods that, in concert, determine and shape 

the future and destiny of the African people, both within the continent and in the 
diaspora. The periods identified in this article include the precolonial, colonial, 
and postcolonial. Any discussion of the African condition without due recogni-
tion of the interrelated activities of these periods will obviously be wrongheaded. 
Therefore, the arguments in this work take into account the events of these peri-
ods and the way they have generated disappointment, frustration, despair, and, 
consequently, parochial identities in Africa today.

The article attempts to analyze the factors that, in concert, have contributed 
to multiple crises in the African sociocultural and political landscape. The most 
devastating of these—the political—concerns the inability to evolve a viable sys-
tem suitable for the management of daily social experiences. This failure has pro-
duced many other problems in other spheres that have made the atmosphere in 
Africa one of frustration, which is largely responsible for the many crises of adver-
sarial politics.

Truly, this has enabled the affirmation of parochial identities and ethnic 
strife to the detriment of the rather transcendental national identity in contem-
porary African states. But why have the affirmation of sectional identities and the 
attendant conflicts remained daunting, intricate, and resilient in spite of attempts 
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to create a higher culture to transcend them? Why has the myth of common an-
cestry, religion, and tribes, among other primordial attachments, become the rea-
son for sociopolitical alliances and thus the basis for the affirmation of narrow 
identities in contemporary Africa?

It is pertinent to examine these questions today, if only to offer an appropri-
ate perspective to understanding the nature of Africa’s present sordid condition 
and how we reached this level of our predicament. The fact is that unless we know 
the real nature of our problems, we may not be able to provide appropriate solu-
tions to them. Many have described the African state as one on the verge of col-
lapse and in the same breath have considered the present generation of Africans 
failures. All of this results from the fact that African political leaders and their 
followers cannot manage themselves, their societies, and their resources. The 
question is, why are things falling apart in Africa?

This article asks these questions in a way usually ignored by scholars who 
have dwelled on African crises. They have done so because of their belief that the 
resources in ideas, techniques, and, in some respect, values offered by certain tradi-
tions may not suffice to explicate or unearth the complexities of the nature of the 
African predicament. That is, sometimes whatever we do may be controlled by—
or at least affected by—our assumptions although most of the time, we are un-
aware of them.

We need to seek a local solution to African problems since they have become 
resilient in spite of the several attempts to address them. Such a solution is based 
upon the fact that cultural values do not operate in vacuum but are tied to other 
presuppositions in the society that can be understood and measured only after we 
have laid bare the systems of knowledge, values, and symbols that structure the 
minds of the people in Africa. The point here is the promotion of an understand-
ing of African belief systems through the exposition of their logical structures and 
the assumptions on which they stand. This would explain that our values depend 
on certain societal beliefs and practices that provide the framework within which 
human experience is interpreted. In view of this fact and, in particular, the role 
that culture plays in the organization of our social and political lives, the applica-
tion of external solutions in mediating African crises may be the reason for the 
daunting nature of the problems. What, then, is the local solution to this African 
predicament? Before proceeding, however, we must gain some insight into how 
these problems—especially ethnic crises—arise.
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The Evolution of Ethnic Conflicts
In the discourse about African crises, the issue of ethnic conflict easily comes 

to mind. According to the literature, the cause of ethnic strife in Africa is the 
continent’s sociocultural configuration or the divisive tendency of ethnic or tribal 
plurality. Chris Uroh says that this tendency is the product of the way ethnocul-
tural groups, as a result of colonialism, have become chaotically crammed within 
the various African states—a situation that has brought Africa to the boiling 
point. Against this background is the view that the divisive structure of ethnic 
groups is one of the several manifestations of a more fundamental problem on the 
sociopolitical landscape in Africa.1 This view presupposes that ethnic conflict in 
Africa is a product of the failure of African states to justify their existence by 
pursuing the common good of the people. That is to say, because the state has 
failed to meet its obligation, citizens must seek social fulfilment in their primor-
dial enclaves.

This article addresses the development of these two dominant views on the 
question of ethnic conflicts in Africa. That is, regardless of the way we may want 
to look at these opposing views, they do not undermine the existence of diverse 
ethnic groups and the fact that from time to time, they come into conflict with 
one another. Our concern is not with the problem of what has been identified as 
regime legitimation but with how, in spite of the diversity of ethnic groupings and 
their attendant conflicts, we can harmonize our differences and live like brothers.2 
Only after we have effectively managed our differences can the question of the 
legitimacy of the state become meaningful. Even if the state is responsive to the 
common good of the people, because of the sociocultural differences in African 
societies, social relations will not eliminate ethnic conflicts. In other words, “be-
cause our societies comprise a multitude of religions, ethnic groups with compet-
ing interests, values and needs, conflict is inevitable and natural to most societ-
ies.”3 If conflict is inevitable in this sense, then “the challenge is how to develop 
within African political processes, institutions and cultures that can mediate these 
competitions, peacefully, routinely, in a way that does not plunge our society into 
the spiral of conflict and violence.”4 This is because stable societies throughout the 
world are not those without conflicts but those that can manage them in stable 
ways. But how can we routinely and peacefully mediate ethnic conflict in Africa? 
We return to this question in the latter part of the article but now consider an 
explanation of how these conflicts come about.

It is significant to note from the outset that conflicts are inevitable and natu-
ral to all human societies as long as we are constituted differently and our attitudes 
and behaviors are shaped by our geographical and social systems. No doubt, many 
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answers to how conflicts are generated in Africa vie for attention. This study con-
cerns itself with what we may call the colonial dimension in the African predica-
ment and its implications for social solidarity.

The Colonial Dimension in Africa’s Predicament
Undoubtedly, ideas vary regarding the structures and institutions bequeathed 

to us by our colonizers. Some have suggested that ethnic crises in Africa are not a 
product of the way ethnic groups were chaotically crammed into African states as 
a result of colonial conquest.5 To assert the above is to say that there is something 
inherently conflictual about social or cultural pluralism.6 Some culturally plural 
societies do not have crises or are not as crisis-ridden as those we find in Africa 
(e.g., Nigeria, Côte D’Ivoire, Somalia, Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
Rwanda, etc.). Nevertheless, it is equally misleading in the sense that if we exam-
ine the issue in this light, we are likely to overlook the intention of colonizers 
concerning state formation and its implication for social cohesion. For Olusegun 
Oladipo, with regard to state formation, the colonizers combined the “territories 
of formally distinct people to form colonial territories.”7 Eme Awa notes that “the 
colonial systems and the political processes of both the pre-and-post-indepen-
dence era turned the normal cultural differences into debilitating ethnic cleavages. 
Poorly formulated and inefficiently executed economic policies over the past 50 
years caused the retardation of certain areas and thereby tended to aggravate ten-
sion along ethnic lines in many countries.”8 The colonizers did this because they 
needed to separate the spheres of influence of different European rulers.9 That is, 
the colonizers did not seek to create new states in the colonies for social and 
economic development; rather, as Oladipo observes, the demarcation was meant 
to “ensure colonial control and dispossession could be achieved without undue 
rivalry among colonizers.”10 Hugh Clifford, Nigeria’s colonial governor in the 
1920s, also attests to the fact that the ideas of the “cramming together of territo-
ries of formally distinct people to form colonial territories was deliberate policy of 
the colonizers.” He told the members of the National Council for British West 
Africa that he was “convinced of the rights, for example, of the people of Egbal-
and . . . of any of the great emirates of the north . . . to maintain that each one of 
them is a nation . . . (and that) it is the task of the government of Nigeria to build 
and fortify these national institutions.”11

The above indicates the colonizers’ recognition of the differences of the many 
ethnic groups they jammed together, the implication of which was the disposses-
sion of people having those values and practices that hitherto had served as ve-
hicles for social identity and solidarity. According to Yaya Abubakar, this situation 
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is “characterized by the total collapse of moral consciousness or what he calls the 
result of a deep contamination of the original human-centered African communal 
philosophy, which unavoidably led to a continuous decay of the African sociopo-
litical framework that is now aggravated by exponential decline in economic via-
bility.”12 This “cultural and social dispossession” put the “people of the colonies 
under a form of control that prevented them from questioning colonial practices 
and the assumptions on which they were based.”13 For the colonialists, to do the 
contrary would “mould one citizenry from the many people,” which would amount 
to the “formulation of policies geared towards development of a new consensus 
among the various peoples they brought together to form new colonial territo-
ries.”14 The colonizers were not prepared to accept this option because it could 
eventually be used to question the legitimacy of their authority. Hence, the colo-
nizers adopted the divide-and-rule system in their territories, which sufficiently 
disunited the people in their colonies. Again, Governor Clifford presented this 
point when he said that his administration would seek to secure “to each separate 
people the right to maintain its identity, its individuality and its nationality, its 
chosen form of government, and the peculiar political and social institutions, 
which have been evolved for it by the wisdom and the accumulated experiences of 
generations of its forbearers.”15 This emphasis on the separation of ethnic groups 
created a new sense of communal consciousness and identity for the people where 
none existed and provided a new symbolic and ethnocentric focus for each group. 
This, of course, not only complicated the task of molding diverse elements in each 
colony into a coherent whole but also became the “source of many life threatening 
conflicts, which were to proliferate, and consequently impede the process of com-
munity development and social solidarity, in many African countries, a few de-
cades after independence.”16 We have examples of these conflicts in states like 
Liberia, Somalia, Sudan, Zaire, Rwanda, Côte d’Ivoire, Sierra Leone, and Nigeria, 
among others. In all, we can say that the divide-and-rule mechanism adopted by 
the European colonizers widened the social distance among the communal 
groups, consequently reinforcing the ethnocentric factor in the emergence of eth-
nicity.

Although colonialism as a system was exploitative and oppressed the African 
people and their resources, it also formed a bourgeoisie class in Africa in the form 
of nationalists whose policies and activities are partly the source of ethnic conflicts 
in Africa. When many African states gained independence, the nationalists who 
took over the mantle of leadership from the colonialists not only were “interested 
in replacing Europeans in leading positions of power and privileges” but also cre-
ated opportunities for themselves and their cronies, enabling them to plunder the 
states’ resources and reserving existing opportunities and benefits in the states for 
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themselves and people from their ethnic or tribal enclaves.17 As Nzongola-Ntalaja 
poignantly observes in The Crisis in Zaire, “It is the national ruling class itself that 
constitutes the principal obstacle to economic growth and development through 
the privatisation of the state, depriving it of those essential means and capabilities 
within which to generate economic growth [and] improve the living conditions of 
the masses.”18 Mobutu Sese Seko is one of those who plundered the economy of 
his state for personal gain: “Since he came to power, Mobutu has been alleged to 
hold about US $4 billion in a numbered Swiss Bank account he owns. Documen-
tary evidence of the extent of corruption also attested to the fact that Mobutu, his 
family and friends own twenty-six extensive properties in Belgium and France.”19

In Nigeria, the story is not completely different from that of Mobutu. For a 
very long time, the North used its control of the seat of power to promote itself by 
the initiation and execution of policies and programs that secured key positions in 
the politico-economic spheres of the country. This move was supported by the 
much-disputed “Federal Character” clause in the 1979 constitution (section 14[3]a), 
meant to regulate any imbalance in the distribution of opportunities and benefits. 
The Nigerian situation, however, was unlike that in the United States where the 
principles of affirmative action were designed to compensate certain groups of 
people because of wrongs suffered in the past. Specifically, no group wronged 
another, and, as Peter Bodunrin declares, there were no victims of past discrimina-
tory government or social policies by any other group. Here, we have no guilty 
group normally bound to make reparation for past misdeeds.20 Hence, to use the 
principle of the Federal Character clause to distribute opportunities and benefits 
as it is being done in Nigeria generates confusion in the sense that those not so 
placed or represented in the scheme of things inevitably feel alienated from and 
thus completely lack confidence in the state. Consequently, the state becomes 
derelict in its responsibility to citizens insofar as it cannot provide for their com-
mon good, and they gradually withdraw into their tribal or ethnic enclaves for 
social fulfilment. This withdrawal is occasioned by the conscious or sentimental 
connection of the people to their values, especially their communal way of life. 
When individuals recoil into their ethnic enclaves, we can then say that the “moral 
bond” that tied the citizens to the state—the real basis upon which the state could 
justify its power over them—has been weakened if not cut entirely.21 The state is 
no longer at ease, things have really fallen apart, and a kind of social dislocation 
has occurred.

In this circumstance, frustration, mutual distrust, and complete hatred be-
come the order of the day. What follows is a complete disregard for the state, 
which becomes an arena of ethnic conflicts where social relationships can no lon-
ger produce “important common goals, interests and values in terms of which a 
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sense of neighbourliness can be developed among them and national identity 
forged.”22

If the foregoing discussion of the social predicament of the African state is 
valid, then Africa’s current situation is one of uncertainty and despair. Thus, the 
question becomes, how do we generate these important common goals, interests 
and values that will lead to the evolution of national identity that transcends pri-
mordial attachments and other forms of sociopolitical alliances?

Beyond Ethnic Identities: Local Solutions
We must attempt to create a higher culture that transcends these plural iden-

tities. Central to the realization of the needs and interests of diverse groups is the 
healthy harmonization of the differences of all ethnic groups in Africa by allowing 
equal representation not only in decision making but also in the distribution of 
benefits and opportunities—what Kwasi Wiredu calls “formal representation.”23 
This in itself, however, can also engender disaffection among the groups because 
one group will probably “place any one group of persons consistently in position 
of minority whose right to representation is periodically violated.”24 Here, repre-
sentation in the decision-making body as we find in Western democracy cannot 
guarantee healthy relationships without ensuring representation of the will of the 
representatives in decision making. To do so, we must shift our platform of dis-
course.

Such a shift discourages the pursuit of individual or group interests through 
the oppression and exploitation of others. This is a type of consensual democracy, 
to use Wiredu’s terms, in which opinions of all the ethnic groups in the state can 
be harmonized. We may not be able to arrive at this form of consensus without 
the existence of a democratic atmosphere that will ensure the full representation 
of all ethnic groups. Here, we are not referring to the Western type of democracy 
in which the number game is highly prized. The conception of democracy that 
emphasizes majority rule constantly puts some groups “periodically to be substan-
tively unrepresented minorities.”25 Thus, rather than promoting cooperation 
among ethnic groups, this form of democratic arrangement generates conflicts 
and disaffection among them.

The following approach, which follows Wiredu’s, reflects a shift from the 
Western model of democracy because the latter is inadequate and at variance with 
African democratic aspirations. The Western democratic tradition does not square 
properly with Africa’s “specific historical institutional forms of democratic prac-
tice.”26 Is there anything wrong, for example, with our devising creatively new 
institutional forms and practices relevant to African political experiences yet im-
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bibing the values and principles of democracy? For example, it is possible for us to 
accept the necessity of pluralism without necessarily adopting the criteria for dif-
ferentiating between the pluralities. The idea here is to say that we can conceptu-
alize political formation that can be based on tribal or ethnic groups, communi-
ties, or nationalities rather than political parties. To say that political parties are in 
the interest of national solidarity, political security, and progressive consciousness 
flies in the face of the fact that African societies are notable for their primary 
group loyalty and multinationalities.

The problem one can imagine from this is whether such social formations are 
sources of social cleavages or group solidarity and potential conflict, especially 
since political elites can exploit them for their self-centered goals. One cannot 
dismiss the possibility of this problem. Yet, to ignore such important social plural-
ism is problematic for Africa’s sociopolitical development because it cannot be 
mediated if we do not see these formations as vehicles of political expression. Of 
course, to overlook it may elicit some form of “anomic interest articulation, com-
munal violence and centrifugal tendencies” as we find in many African states to-
day.27 Hence, any viable democratic arrangement for the resolution of conflicts in 
Africa must reflect the sociocultural and historical realities of its societies. As 
Wiredu suggests, we require a democratic framework based on the consensus 
practiced in many traditional African settings—for instance, the Akan of Ghana. 
By consensus, we mean “a condition in which two or more persons or group(s): 
concerned with decisions . . . about which conflict might occur, are in appropriate 
agreement in their belief about what decision should be made and have some 
feeling of unanimity with each other and with the society as a whole.”28 This idea 
of consensus presupposes, among other things, the “original position of diversity” 
or disagreement.29 The essence of the practice of democratic consensus is to tran-
scend conflicting positions in such a way that all the parties involved in a dispute 
“are able to feel that adequate account has been taken of their point or view in any 
proposed scheme of future action of co-existence.”30

From the foregoing, we can identify two advantages of this form of political 
system based on consensus. First, the democratic arrangement must be represen-
tative of all such opinions. Second, since all ethnic groups will be duly represented, 
decisions made through “dialogic confrontation,” to use Mikhail Bakhtin’s phrase, 
will be based on consensus. Adopting this framework ensures that in “working out 
solutions in a situation of conflict of opinions or disagreement, account should be 
taken of all the interests involved.”31 Doing so “smoothes the edges” or sorts out 
differences to arrive at what Ali Mazrui calls shared images.32 This is possible, 
Mazrui says, because images grow, are modified, and interconnect with other im-
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ages through what he refers to as rational discourse. In other words, through ra-
tional discourse we arrive at something suitable for everyone.

Suitable does not necessarily mean what everyone consents to but what is 
considered existentially beneficial through dialogue and mutual agreement among 
the parties in dispute. In this way, the agreement of all parties makes it impossible 
to exclude a minority in the process of decision making, as can occur in a multi-
party system. Anke Graness writes that this practice secures a “substantial repre-
sentation of interest” of members in a dispute.33

As mentioned earlier, basing decision making in plural societies on majority 
opinions places some people permanently out of the scheme of things, invariably 
leading to the imposition of majority views on minority ethnic groups and deny-
ing them basic needs, opportunities, and benefits. This majoritarian kind of deci-
sion making is responsible for the well-known inclemency of adversarial politics 
in Africa, such as the Niger Delta crisis in Nigeria. The minority ethnic groups in 
the Niger Delta, which includes a substantial amount of the country’s oil wealth, 
suffer socioeconomic and ecological problems because those who wield political 
power have neglected the “goose that lays the golden egg.” The powerful majority 
groups use their position to exploit the offices of the state rather than transform 
it. In spite of the palliatives of amnesty, this situation can hardly ameliorate the 
suffering of the people in the means of plenty, instead producing a kind of alien-
ation that destroys the foundation of any social solidarity.

The point, then, of the management of ethnic conflicts through consensus is 
to eliminate the problem inherent in the practice of keeping some people or 
groups permanently out of schemes designed to resolve conflicts in which they are 
involved. Put differently, any state that adopts this principle of consensual democ-
racy in the resolution of ethnic conflicts stands to benefit because doing so would 
ensure that all the “voices” of the diverse groups would be heard. Moreover, such 
a conversation (not confrontation), to use John Rawls’s phrase, would facilitate a 
unanimous decision. Here, “unanimity and all the rigorous processes and compro-
mises that lead to it are all efforts made to contain the wishes . . . of the majority 
and the minority ethnic groups in the state.”34 In fact, it is designed to arrive at 
the “general will of the people in conflicts.”35 In other words, consensus becomes 
desirable not as a means through which the majority imposes its will on others 
but as the “process of regulating normal life among brothers.”36

Since our consensual model of democracy presupposes a situation in which 
claims and counterclaims can be heard, thereby resolving conflicting claims in a 
nonviolent manner, such a democratic arrangement is characterized by undis-
torted communication among the participants as well as tolerance of each other’s 
views. Furthermore, participants in this arrangement deliberate on issues under a 
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condition of equal advantage. The fact that representatives of ethnic groups are 
equal, at least in terms of their status in the course of discussions, provides an 
opportunity for fair deliberation, the outcome of which will likely prove accept-
able to all parties involved. Decisions can be reached through voting by all repre-
sentatives. Wiredu emphasizes that the idea of voting should not be confused 
with the decision-making principle of the supreme right of the majority because 
that “consensus as a decision procedure requires, in principle, that each represen-
tative should be persuaded, if not of the optimality of each decision, at least of its 
practical necessity, all things considered.”37

This is to say, the parties whose views do not prevail come to understand the 
reasoning of those whose views are accepted. The latter “prevail upon them to 
accept the decision arrived at, not just to live with it.”38 This is not a case of the 
oppression of weak groups by the strong but a case of one group convincing the 
other to see the practical necessity of its points. Decisions made through rational 
conversation of this sort would enjoy the support of all ethnic groups because the 
whole process involves every representative operating under a condition of equal 
advantage and tolerating all shades of opinion in decision making. In fact, we can 
say that the decision reached is the whole and that the contributions of all stake-
holders are the parts—the totality of the ideas. This view can be equated with 
postmodernist absolutes or metanarratives, for experience has shown that such 
totalizing views marginalize only certain cultures or sectors within a culture that 
holds such metanarratives. Wholeness, therefore, is simply a standpoint or a refer-
ence point in which various views about the issue at stake are perceived as inter-
connected and interdependent. They are not joined by a single metanarrative but 
by common human concerns with family semblance among them. We can depict 
this wholeness metaphorically: “The universe [can be] . . . described as a vast net, 
and at each junction where the meshes meet sits a jewel. Each jewel reflects the 
light of all the jewels around it; and all of those jewels reflect others around them. 
In this way, the whole universe of jewels is ultimately reflected in every single 
jewel.”39

Conditions for the Practical Realization of Agreement
What are the conditions for the practical realization of this form of whole-

ness? To put it in another way, what are the conditions that will create the atmo-
sphere for a sustainable consensus of ideas? We stated earlier that the idea of ra-
tional consensus presupposes the existence of disagreement and that the resolution 
of this disagreement involves an encounter between the parties in dispute who are 
willing to transcend their differences to a position of consensus. Such an encoun-
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ter cannot exist when one party dominates the other. In this dialogic situation, no 
privileged opinion can exist; rather, all opinions are subject to rigorous delibera-
tion until the terms of truth are accepted: “Dialogue cannot be reduced to the act 
of one party depositing ideas in another.”40 As an act that denounces the relation 
of domination, dialogue is a task of responsible people who operate in an arena of 
freedom.

Besides the issue of freedom to express one’s view, dialogue as the common 
task of transcending differences cannot exist without humility or what Francis 
Deng calls the “reaching out” principle in his essay “Reaching Out: A Dinka 
Principle of Conflict Management.” If a party considers itself over and above the 
other(s) or believes that it has a monopoly on knowledge or truth, that party will 
manipulate the discourse to its own advantage. For example, If I am tormented 
and disturbed by the possibility of being displaced or if I am close to and even 
offended by the contribution of others, how can there be dialogue? In an atmo-
sphere of dialogue, we must develop the attitude of tolerance while admitting the 
possibility that previously held views can change. Note Deng’s discussion of the 
Missiriya Arab tribes of southern Kordofan in Western Sudan:

Chief Babo Nimir told of a peace conference between his tribe and the Rezeigat, another 
Arab tribe in the western province of Darfur. A Missiriya had killed a man from Rezeigat. 
According to the Missiriya custom, blood wealth was thirty head of cattle, while among the 
Rezeigat, it was one hundred. Negotiations on the price were deadlocked. “We spent that 
whole day without result.” Babo Namir reports, . . . “We spent the night. The following 
morning, we withdrew and reviewed our position. I was the one who spoke with the Ma-
mour. I said, ‘Here we are, stuck at 30. Our position, I believe, is wrong. We are basing our 
argument on our own custom within our tribe. Conflicts within one tribe are not the same 
as conflicts between separate tribes.’ ” His position moderated the demands of the Rezeigat 
and a compromise was reached at 70 cows, with one bull for the burial cloth, setting a 
precedent at 71 cows.41

This resolution does not rest only on the humility of the Missiriya tribe; the prin-
ciple of reaching out is a bridging function that involves magnanimity and gener-
osity rather than weakness.

In addition to the above, dialogue requires an intense faith in one another. 
Without initial faith in the possibility of transcending our differences, there can 
be no dialogue. Faith in one another “is an a priori requirement for dialogue: the 
dialogical man believes in other men even before he meets them face to face.”42 
Founding itself on freedom, humility, and faith, dialogue becomes a horizontal 
relationship of which mutual trust between discussants is the logical consequence. 
It would amount to a contradiction in terms if dialogue based on freedom, humil-
ity, and faith does not create the atmosphere of mutual trust that will eliminate 
the imposition of ideas. As Paulo Freire puts it, “Trust is contingent in the evi-
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dence which one party provides the others of his true, concrete intention; it can-
not exist if any party’s words do not coincide with his actions. To say one thing 
and do another to take one’s word lightly cannot inspire trust.”43 Whereas faith in 
one another is an a priori requirement for dialogue, mutual trust is established by 
dialogue. Without these conditions, we cannot talk of any meaningful dialogue.

It is important to note that these conditions are given expression in different 
cultural settings in Africa. For example, the concepts of Ubuntu in the Zulu lan-
guage of South Africa, Ujamaa in Kiswahili, and Parapo in Yoruba of Nigeria 
emphasize cooperation, mutual respect, and support as well as unity within and 
across the community. The prevalence of this vital force is manifest in our collec-
tive goal, which is peace. It points to the commitments of the community as men 
and women of all ages are allowed to participate meaningfully in cooperation.

Conclusion
The attempt thus far has been that, in spite of the differences of ethnic groups 

and their attendant conflicts, we can effectively control or resolve our ethnic dif-
ferences. By doing so, we have deliberately avoided the question of whether ethnic 
crises in the African state are products of the sociocultural configurations of Af-
rican society or of the state’s inability to fulfil its obligation to its citizens. This is 
because ethnic conflict is a human phenomenon, and as social beings who must of 
necessity interact with one another, we must seek viable ways of transcending our 
differences and live like brothers.
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The Swarm, the Cloud, and the 
Importance of Getting There First
What’s at Stake in the Remote Aviation Culture 
Debate
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It has been written that it is difficult to become sentimental about  .  .  . the new type of 
seaman—the man of the engine and boiler rooms . This idea is born of the belief that he 
deals with material things and takes no part in the glorious possibilities of war or in the 
victories that are won from storms . This theory is absolutely false  .  .  . for there is music as 
well as the embodiment of power about the mechanisms that drive the great ships of today .

—Capt Frank Bennett, USN 
The Steam Navy of the United States, 1897

For all the ink spilled over remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) technology, 
knowledge of RPA culture remains in its infancy. Continuing the debate 
about culture, we argue first for the urgency of achieving manned-remote 
fusion in air warfare. Second, we maintain that the limiting factor in re-

alizing that future is not technological but cultural. That is, until the RPA com-
munity finds its voice and place in the larger service, this evolution of airpower 
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remains unlikely. The task at hand does not call for reinventing airpower but re-
discovering it. Many of our Air Force greats have much to say about building a 
culture of technical warriors. We simply need to apply the ideas of Gen Henry 
“Hap” Arnold and those like him to the enterprise of remote aviation.

The Swarm and the Cloud: A Hypothetical Vignette
Above a future battlefield, the long-range-strike bomber Saber 01 runs 

FENCE checks, preparing to penetrate layered defenses of the enemy’s air de-
fense system.1 A thick “swarm” of unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAV) 
guards the leading edge of friendly airspace. When friendly aircraft pass through 
the swarm on the way to prosecute targets, a number of UCAVs join formation 
with the outbound strikers as escorts. Seamlessly, as Saber 01 transits through the 
front lines, seven small UCAVs join on its wing and swap data-link control from 
theater air battle managers to the bomber’s combat systems operator.

Saber 01 serves as equal parts bomber and mothership, its stealth comple-
menting advanced radar and data links, enabling the aircraft to command an au-
tomated squadron deep behind enemy lines. As the bomber crosses into enemy 
territory, the combat systems operator brings the local swarm in closer as the 
UCAVs begin to contend with the enemy’s jammers. The tactical formation of 
these platforms, combined with a fully networked electronic warfare suite, enables 
Saber’s crew to triangulate a precise fix on the target—an advanced theater sur-
face-to-air-missile site. The enemy’s air defense operators had long trained to 
defeat single antiradar missiles, but Saber 01’s payload of hundreds of swarming 
micro air vehicles overwhelms their defenses with a networked mix of inexpensive 
warheads, sensors, and airframes.

Simultaneously, air battle managers behind friendly lines note that the sur-
face-to-air-missile system has dropped off-line and direct the “cloud” of persistent 
air-to-ground RPAs to expand into the airspace it once occupied. A mix of high-
end, long-endurance aircraft and large numbers of smaller aircraft fills the skies 
over permissive airspace. Using a variety of satellites, ground-based data links, and 
air-to-air network relays, this cloud provides a jam-resistant intranet covering 
both the air and ground battlespace, backed up by a seemingly endless reservoir of 
fires. High-end RPAs fly from ground or airborne links, which tap into the battle-
field intranet rather than the individual aircraft itself. Doing so not only over-
comes the jammer problem but also allows their crews to operate a number of 
aircraft at a time.

Meanwhile, a cyber warrior parries attacks from a desperate enemy who 
needs to disrupt the cloud’s effectiveness but shows his hand with every attempt 
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at cyber superiority. The enemy succeeds at corrupting data, but the cloud isolates 
the nature of the corruption and supplies visual feedback to gray-matter operators 
who decide to patch the tactical picture back together with old-fashioned radio 
communications. Meanwhile, our cyber warrior has successfully isolated the hack 
and goes on the counteroffensive with an attack ensuring that the enemy will have 
only a negligible chance of success on the same front for the rest of the campaign. 
The connectivity of the cloud and the capabilities of the swarm prove essential for 
the effective use of traditional platforms.

The smaller RPAs of the cloud revolutionize the role of Battlefield Air-
men—instead of a radio, their primary armament becomes their data link to the 
cloud. Using a video-integrated helmet and a control system integrated into a 
glove, combat controllers can reach up and “grab” small RPAs with data links. 
Highly automated flight controls allow the controllers to task sensors and fires 
directly, right alongside the ground force commander. The combination of abso-
lute information supremacy and inexhaustible fires proves devastating—air su-
premacy leads quickly to ground supremacy in this truly joint fight.

The enemy commander, however, is no fool. Knowing the American reliance 
on electronics, he plans to use electronic and space warfare to neutralize their 
technological advantages asymmetrically. Unfortunately for him, when jammers 
close down one link, information reroutes itself through unaffected parts of the 
network. Similarly, he hopes to use his tremendous numerical advantage on the 
ground, employing air defenses to hold American airpower at bay long enough to 
generate a fait accompli. This tactic proves no more effective as he soon learns that 
ground does not long remain red under blue skies. Air support has gone from 
retail to wholesale—the entire battlespace becomes a large-scale retelling of the 
battle of Al-Khafji, where torrents of persistent attack aircraft decimated entire 
ground-maneuver units in partnership with Marines and Rangers.2 As his de-
fenses melt away and front lines crumble, like the French commander at Agin-
court, he laments the unfairness of it all. “Had it not been for those robots,” he 
might say. But he would be wrong. Both sides had robots since missiles are as 
much robots as UCAVs. He simply used his less effectively.

Getting There First and Getting There Soon: 
The Centrality of Culture

The future described in this fictional account waits for whoever “gets there 
first.” RPAs figure prominently in the spectrum of possible American security 
strategies. Offshore balancing, small-footprint engagement, air-land battle, and 
air-sea battle rely on aspects of airpower best provided by a synergistic mix of 
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manned platforms and RPAs. We must, therefore, get RPAs right sooner rather 
than later.3 America entrusts our Air Force to fly, fight, and win in air, space, and 
cyberspace—RPAs do all of the former, making use of all of the latter. They fit 
squarely within our service’s raison d’être and rightly belong with Airmen.4 Thus, 
as Airmen it is incumbent upon us not only to get there first but also to get there 
soon.

“Why the rush?” one might ask. “We all know that RPAs are the wave of the 
future, and we’ll get there eventually.” Making the case for urgency, one of the 
greatest minds of our time pointed out that when elite privilege is on the line, 
“later” is a dangerous snooze button that can all too easily become “never.” Con-
sider the following description by Maj Gene Bigham, a veteran fighter pilot, that 
appeared in an article published by Air University Review:

[Aircraft] controlled by men located not in the cockpits but rather in the basement of 
the Pentagon, each of them controlling multiple drones through the use of a satellite 
link. . . .

. . . As former Secretary of the Air Force John L. McLucas has written:
I believe we are entering an era when RPVs [remotely piloted vehicles] will play 
an increasingly important role in helping airpower to serve the nation. . . .

. . . Thus, the development of an Air Force position on drone roles and missions is 
not a future decision but one that must be made today.5

None of Major Bigham’s arguments are particularly surprising; indeed, they 
dovetail nicely with much of the recent literature on the increasing role of RPAs. 
But the date of publication, November–December 1977, is quite surprising. 
Similarly, on no less than V-J day, General Arnold commanded us to “go to work 
on tomorrow’s aviation,” which “may be fought by airplanes with no men in them 
at all.”6 He made that statement in 1945, less than a year after an RPA success-
fully attacked antiaircraft staging areas near Bougainville Island during the Pacific 
campaign. Twenty-six years later, the first RPA-launched air-to-ground missile 
successfully destroyed a test target in the Mojave desert.7 Yet, 64 years later, ac-
counts of the RPA suggest it is in the Wright-Flyer stage of development.8 Re-
mote aircraft and their crews have been part of the story of aviation since its early 
days. This is not a question of adopting a new technology into the family but of 
recognizing the right of a long-standing branch of aviation to bear the family 
name.

How, then, do we get there? We assert that culture, not circuitry, represents 
the true issue of today—we have had the hardware for a while.9 The Predator 
made its combat debut in 1995, two years before initial operational capability for 
the B-2 Spirit and four years before the Spirit joined the Predator in combat over 
the former Yugoslavia.10 Air Force MQ-1s and MQ-9s have logged almost 1.5 
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million flight hours. By accumulating more than 350,000 yearly, they will pass the 
F-15C’s/E’s current mark of 3 million hours within half a decade.11 According to 
Air Force Magazine’s Aaron Church, “Within two to three years, Air Force offi-
cials predict, drone pilots will outnumber F-16 pilots.”12 Despite top cover from 
key senior leaders hailing from diverse aviation backgrounds, RPA culture still 
needs to find itself and its place within the larger Air Force culture.13 The com-
munity needs leaders who will galvanize a creative RPA culture and embed those 
capabilities within the spectrum of air, space, and cyber power. Since remote avia-
tion is no longer an emerging technology, its Airmen should not still be struggling 
to find cultural acceptance within their own service.

Major Bigham’s article rightly predicted that the Air Force’s challenge with 
RPAs would not be the hardware but how those who employ that hardware would 
find a home within the service. The hardware is here: the asymmetric needs of an 
asymmetric war brought about the RPA enterprise as we know it, and the new 
National Defense Authorization Act guarantees that it will not go away anytime 
soon. Despite the best efforts of Air Force leadership to normalize the enterprise, 
however, the place of the RPA community and the validity of its contribution 
remain a lightning rod within the larger service culture. We must work through 
this cultural tension together as a service if we wish to move forward, helping 
steer RPA culture between the extremes of an oppositional “chip on our shoulder” 
identity that will hamper synergies with manned aircraft and a demoralized “head 
held low” identity that fails to make full use of the platforms’ capabilities. RPAs 
have moved well beyond the “dull, dangerous, and dirty” jobs of early drone lore, 
and we hold that Airmen’s view of technical culture will move them even farther 
forward while avoiding this cultural Scylla and Charybdis.14

We assert that deep streams of airpower thought can answer the central 
questions of the evolution of RPA culture; moreover, we can largely attribute the 
broken elements of the RPA construct to neglect of the traditional Airman’s view 
of technology. Toward that end, we examine three great Air Force leaders, each of 
whom explains different aspects of the interplay between culture and technology. 
General Arnold describes how the culture of a given technology must come into 
its own if it is to realize its full potential; Lt Gen Elwood Quesada argues that 
Airmen view technology as an amplifier of integrated human agency; and Col 
John Boyd observes how our definitions of cultural membership shift over time. 
By way of these greats, we anticipate a future that fuses manned and remote 
platforms—one in which Airmen exert vertical dominance of the battlespace with 
new levels of persistence and mass.
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Technology = Humans + Hardware: 
General Arnold on Air-Mindedness

“It’s an important capability, but it’s not really what we do or who we are.” 
This sentence seems equally apt describing the zeitgeist of RPAs in our service at 
present and that of aircraft in the Army of the 1920s. “What we do” and “who we 
are” find themselves inextricably tied to the development of a capability within 
larger strategic and cultural frameworks. General Arnold noted a world of differ-
ence between aviator and aircraft operator even though the two terms may encom-
pass the same set of actions. Aircraft operators apply the tool of an aircraft to a set 
of tasks. For aviators, the aircraft becomes an extension of their will, enabling 
them to move through a new domain. Aircraft operators perform their tasks well 
and honorably, but aviators grasp the possibilities inherent in the technology and 
its domain. This air-mindedness allowed General Arnold to advance aviation 
from a tactical-support capability to a transcendent strategic community.

MIT professor David Mindell refers to technology as a physical component 
paired with a cultural component: “Technology, right down to armor plate and 
turret bearings, is part of culture. . . . Technical reality does not exist independent 
of cultural significance. Each influences the other, to the point where distinctions 
between them become difficult to maintain. . . . Both constitute what we call 
technology.”15 General Arnold’s assertion was not simple service chauvinism or 
technophilic zealotry but an observation about the cultural embeddedness of 
technology.16 On a bureaucratic level, a capability will flounder without advocates; 
on the deeper level of identity, dreams of strategic futures are most often rooted in 
one’s own experience.

Dr. Dale Hayden describes air-mindedness as thinking of technology in 
terms of domains rather than tools.17 Immersed in a domain, one begins to realize 
the possibilities contained therein. Common sense is common only to a specific 
context. Air-mindedness is a common sense of the air. During our first year in the 
Predator, we found learning the domain a much greater obstacle than learning the 
aircraft. In manned aircraft, space was important—satellite communications and 
the Global Positioning System (GPS) served as critical mission enablers. In the 
Predator, though, space became part of our domain. Orbits and footprints turned 
into practical rather than academic concerns as we realized that losing a satellite 
link could cut our control cables. Further, cyberspace folded into our world; serv-
ers acted as the eyes with which we scanned for other aircraft. Simultaneously, our 
ability to interpret engine sounds and vibrations through a throttle quadrant atro-
phied. Our experience of aviation became more abstract as we adapted to our new 
domain—neither better nor worse but different as we gained a new common 
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sense. For instance, in RPA common sense, it is commonsensical to “demand” 
effects (rather than “command” actions) from a number of aircraft at once through 
a multiplexer when doing so increases intelligence collection without degrading 
kinetic capabilities.

RPAs are far more than long-endurance flying cameras, but to realize many 
of these possibilities, we need a brand of air-mindedness specific to this technol-
ogy. An infantry officer of the 1930s might consider an aircraft a tool of airborne 
artillery, but aviators saw the potential of destroying command centers deep be-
hind front lines. An outsider might see a Predator as an 80-knot aircraft that takes 
two people to fly, but an aviator steeped in RPA culture would envision the pos-
sibilities of a flying focal point where the resources of the intelligence community 
intersect the needs of the tactical war fighter. Even though we have the hardware, 
we must think about the humans from which RPA culture will grow. Gen Wilbur 
Creech’s passion for developing leaders seems sage counsel for the base that bears 
his name and the service that bears his imprint.18

Capabilities versus Cybernetics: 
General Quesada on Commanding Technology

As described by aviation bard Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, aviators do not 
stand outside their machine; rather, they step into another world in partnership 
with it.19 Any conception of a pilot necessarily includes both human and machine. 
Therefore, the “human versus machine” meme in the current RPA discussion fails 
to capture the issues at stake. The true conversation does not deal with competi-
tion between humans and machines. Instead, it concerns the nature of coopera-
tion between them. General Quesada offered the best response to this issue in 
1959: “The day of the throttle jockey is past. He is becoming a true professional, a 
manager of complex weapons systems.”20 We have already moved into a world 
where “diffuse agency” replaces “direct agency”—where we use automation as an 
amplifier for our own capabilities.

The folktale of John Henry retells the myth of man versus machine through 
a “steel-driving man” who wins a grueling race against a steam-powered hammer 
at the cost of his own life. Not to diminish the poignancy of this classic American 
story, but Mr. Henry uses a hammer—a machine—to translate the force of his 
muscles into blows upon railroad spikes. One might cynically reinterpret the fable 
as a dispute between the adherents of established and emerging machines. A 
deeper interpretation seems more appropriate, however: John Henry’s iconic 
hammer is a machine that amplifies human agency, whereas the steam-powered 
hammer diminishes the role of humans in the world.
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This distinction transposes well into remarkably similar quandaries faced by 
surgeons and pilots. Trained at a great investment of time and expense in manual 
dexterity and encyclopedic procedural recall, these elite groups find that advances 
in computers and robotics diminish the value of their painstakingly developed 
portfolios.21 An apocalyptic battle between scalpel-wielders and computer engi-
neers, however, would hurt the cause of medicine and serve neither group. Instead 
of digging in their heels, enterprising surgeons are finding ways to harness these 
advances, perhaps expanding their services globally to the disadvantaged through 
data links or employing robotics to access internal organs without major inci-
sions.22 By getting out in front, surgeons transform a threat to their profession 
into an asset that extends their capabilities. In the same way, the fear that pilots 
are replaceable is best answered by using the lens of technology to amplify the 
things truly irreplaceable about them. Technology then ceases to be a threat, al-
lowing us to magnify our distinctively human capacities of judgment, reasoning, 
and situational awareness across the battlespace.

The first truth of special operations holds that humans are more important 
than hardware. In other words, technology exists to enable people to fulfill the 
mission. This is the capabilities view of technology: machines are amplifiers of 
human will, better enabling them to make something of their world.23 By exercis-
ing dominion through technology, people gain greater command over their envi-
ronment. The alternative is that humans are important to operate the hardware—
that people are subsystems within larger sociomechanical constructs. This view, 
cybernetics, encloses people within closed control loops that regulate systemic 
variables within set parameters.24 Rather than human versus machine, the true 
discussion about the future of RPAs addresses capabilities versus cybernetics.

Many of the issues faced by RPA operators arise from unintentional cyber-
netic views of the crew. The demands of combat-driven explosive growth produced 
makeshift solutions, which became processes, procedures, and, ultimately, publi-
cations. As all too few crews struggled to meet geometrically increasing demands, 
the easiest answers sacrificed aircrew empowerment. The safest solution, given the 
circumstances, was closer supervision, but this choice had consequences.25 Once 
entrenched within a community, a sense of dependency becomes very difficult to 
exorcise.

A more sustainable solution calls for embracing the traditional approach 
based on the aircrew’s capabilities—assigning crews a mission and giving them all 
the resources to conduct it. From a capabilities view, crew members—in partner-
ship with a fleet of maintainers and support personnel—take “their” aircraft into 
the fight to hunt down threats. Conversely, a cybernetics view uses a crew to 
supply a set of inputs that in turn produces x number of hours of intelligence, 
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surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR). Traditionally, Airmen have taken a capa-
bilities-based view of technology, yet because of the addicting (and potentially 
illusory) sense of “thereness” that the platform provides to higher-echelon com-
manders, elements of the present RPA structure reflect a cybernetics approach. 
The tremendous connectivity of the platform is its greatest strength, but it can 
also become its greatest weakness if we do not take measures to ensure aircrew 
empowerment.

Restoring the “command” to RPA aircraft commanders would empower 
them to tap the resources of the entire intelligence community to better accom-
plish the mission and support their comrades. This entails (1) training RPA air-
craft commanders on the wealth of relevant resources and bringing all onboard 
sensors under their control, (2) ensuring that ground-force commanders pass his-
tory, intent, and priorities to the crew rather than attempt to direct sensors manu-
ally, and (3) guaranteeing that air command and control respects the prerogatives 
of RPA aircraft commanders as they would those of a manned aircraft. Ideally, 
this looks to a future in which aircraft commanders and ground-force command-
ers brief together, jointly building operational schemes of maneuver with author-
ities delegated from their respective chains of command.

To put forth one rule of thumb, horizontal connectivity between peer-level 
commanders is almost always beneficial. Vertical connectivity up and down the 
chain of command can become toxic in the absence of protections to preserve the 
initiative of tactical operators. In other words, never let your connectivity exceed 
your maturity. Lt Gen David Deptula’s synergistic model of indivisible ISR offers 
an intercept trajectory for this goal by placing aviators in conversation with ana-
lysts in nested sensor-shooter loops.26 Regardless of the implementation, the RPA 
must come into its own as a culture of Airmen by means of a capabilities-based 
view of technology that guarantees crew initiative, decentralized execution, and a 
say in the trajectory of the platform.

Pilot, Version 3.0: 
Colonel Boyd on “Destruction and Creation”

In his masterwork “Destruction and Creation,” Col John Boyd synthesizes 
physics, cognition, and mathematics into the analytical engine that drives his ob-
serve, orient, decide, act (OODA) loop.27 Whenever we act, we change the world; 
in doing so, we must reframe who we are in reference to this now-altered world. 
We constantly destroy old frameworks and create new ones to “improv[e] our 
capacity for independent action.”28 This is no less true for pilots. When pilots 
burst on the scene over the trenches of the First World War, they changed the 
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ways of fighting wars, but they too changed as the technical horizons of aviation 
advanced.

We could express the core idea of a pilot as “one who fights from the air” or 
“one who fights in three dimensions.”29 An RPA pilot belongs squarely within 
this category, yet his or her inclusion within the prestige-laden term pilot was at 
first a point of cultural contention within the service. Encouragingly, Air Force 
Instruction 11-401, Aviation Management, the regulation that governs aeronauti-
cal ratings for the Air Force, chose the term “RPA Pilots” to describe officers who 
command an RPA.30 The incorporation of RPA sensor operators into the presti-
gious category of career enlisted aviators is similarly provident. As always, ad-
vances in technology force us to consider how the core principles of identity in-
tersect with the world of the possible and adapt our definitions accordingly. 
Tracing the evolution of the term pilot may help us grasp the issue at hand.

Colonel Boyd’s OODA loop distills the nature of aerial combat. Whether a 
P-51 pilot pulling lead with machine guns or an F-15 optimizing a radar, the 
name of the game is getting inside the adversary’s sensor-shooter loop before he 
does. Because sensor and weapon technology determines the derivation of this 
solution, our examination of the evolution of the term pilot touches upon the eras 
of cannons, missiles, and networks. With each evolution, the definition of flying 
becomes more expansive and enables greater capabilities, the OODA loop be-
comes more abstract, and the pilot’s “capacity for independent action” increases.

The Mark 1 pilot, a gunfighter, used his eyes as primary sensors, with some 
degree of off-board support from ground-based radar. This pilot’s primary weap-
ons relied on the Newton guidance system, a mix of cannons, machine guns, and 
unguided bombs whose flight path intersected their intended targets only through 
the pilot’s aerial gunnery skill. The P-51 serves as an archetype of this era. With 
advances in sensors, beyond-visual-range combat grew in importance, and the 
critical skill set became arriving at a long-range sensor solution on a target while 
denying the same to an adversary. The archetypal F-15A Mark 2 pilot took con-
trol of a much wider swath of the battlespace, using electrons and an arsenal of 
semiautonomous unmanned aerial vehicles by the names of Sparrow and Side-
winder to wipe the skies clear. Maneuvering the aircraft into launch parameters 
for these rocket “drones” constitutes a far more efficient means of owning the 
OODA loop than spraying nine yards of machine gun rounds around the sky.

The war-winning pilot of the 1990s fights in three dimensions in a very dif-
ferent way than the war-winning pilot of the 1940s. The war-winning pilot of 
2020 will fight in three dimensions in a way just as different as that of his or her 
predecessors—from lines of fire and arcing weapon-engagement zones to vol-
umes of three-dimensional network space. For these pilots, the OODA loop is 
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information supremacy: by first removing critical nodes and thus disrupting their 
adversary’s connectivity, the pilots of 2020 can easily destroy the remainder of the 
enemy network in detail.

The F-22 is an astonishingly capable aircraft precisely because it embraces 
the idea of this Mark 3 pilot. Although F-22 pilots spend less time chasing needles 
on “steam gauges,” advanced sensors and the power of two Cray supercomputers 
make them far deadlier than their predecessors.31 Mark 3 pilots have the defining 
characteristic of placing their craft at the schwerpunkt (focal point) of the bat-
tlespace and there exerting vertical dominance.32 According to the chief of the 
Israeli air force’s (IAF) long-term planning department, “The job of a pilot is 
vastly different from what it was. . . . The point is to see the enemy way before he 
sees you, and for that you need datafighters, not dogfighters.”33 It is intriguing, 
then, that the IAF adopted RPA technology early on. Abraham Karem, designer 
of what would become the Predator, formerly served as chief designer for the 
IAF.34

We hold that RPA pilots fit this Mark 3 definition well because they are 
cousins to the computer- and connectivity-enhanced C-17 and F-22 pilots.35 A 
Predator’s day-long endurance allows crew members to place their aircraft over 
critical nodes of an adversary’s organizational structure, whether those nodes 
move or stay put. Efficient engines and a lightweight structure let the crew mem-
bers outlast patient adversaries and strike targets at a time and place of their 
choosing. Sensor acuity and long dwell permit the aircraft to generate its own 
awareness of the ground situation. The Global Information Grid connects the 
crew to a range of onboard and off-board resources, which they use to gain and 
maintain vertical dominance of the acre under their steady stare. Automated sys-
tems and data links are hardly unique to the Predator—those of the F-22 easily 
put it to shame. The factors that seem to estrange the RPA from the mainstream 
of “pilotness” are actually commonalities among our most recent redefinition of 
pilot.

Col Hernando Ortega, the Air Force ISR Agency’s chief flight surgeon and 
a leading expert on RPA human factors, coined the term telewarfare (from Greek 
telos [far] and the familiar English word) to describe the experience of fighting 
from afar.36 One of the most crucial implications of his term is that all air warfare 
in the era of long-range sensors includes some degree of telewarfare. Physical 
distance becomes less important than cognitive distance—entering coordinates 
into a GPS-guided bomb is a more abstract experience of combat than directing 
a laser-guided bomb on a high-resolution sensor. In one of the stranger turns of 
technology, early low-fidelity sensors made weapons employment more abstract, 
but advanced sensors make the act more cognitively immediate. A B-1 with an 
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advanced targeting pod is likely more connected to the consequences of its weap-
ons than is a B-17 bomber. This juxtaposition of increasing physical distance with 
decreasing cognitive distance in sensor-mediated combat reflects another com-
monality of Mark 3 piloting, manned and remote alike.

Folding RPA operators into the pilot category, along with F-22 operators 
and C-17 operators, does not dilute this evolving term but updates it to reflect the 
ways in which one fights in three dimensions with the technology of our day. True 
acceptance of this idea will require a reshuffling of privilege, and some individuals 
who find that the current state of affairs puts them at an advantage will likely re-
sist such a reordering. The career of Gen Curtis LeMay demonstrates a higher 
road above these squabbles. Although he initially served as a fighter pilot, as one 
of a small cadre of navigation-qualified aircrew members, he instead filled the 
critically needed role of navigator in the run-up to the Second World War.37 In 
the same way, the needs of the service are exactly what drives the continued growth 
of the RPA community. Definitions should serve missions rather than the other 
way around. Pilot is a term of great prestige in the Air Force. In keeping with 
General LeMay’s example, instead of allowing that word to capture us, let us in-
stead capture it and use its gravity to slingshot our service forward.

Conclusion: 
Making Culture with All of Its Fixings

We began our discussion with the swarm and the cloud, a vision of an air-
power strategy whereby Airmen gain and hold vertical dominance of the bat-
tlespace by fusing the best of manned and remote aviation. We argue that the 
primary challenge in achieving this future is not technological but cultural. 
Colonel Boyd closes the loop by describing how strategy and culture are bound 
together: “We must . . . eliminate those blemishes, flaws and contradictions that 
generate mistrust and discord . . . [and] that either alienate us from each other or 
set us against each other, thereby . . . paralyz[ing] us and mak[ing] it difficult to 
cope with an uncertain, ever-changing world. . . . We must emphasize those cul-
tural traditions . . . that build up harmony and trust, thereby creat[ing] those im-
plicit bonds that permit us . . . to shape as well as adapt to the course of events in 
the world.”38 To understand how one builds the cultural room for strategic evolu-
tion, we turn to history as an analogy for understanding the present.

In 1862 at the docks of the New York Navy Yard, the USS Monitor didn’t 
look much like a ship at all, according to the definition of the day. Boasting no tall 
masts with sails blowing in the breeze, no broadside arrays of cannons, and no 
ornately decorated bowsprit, the squat ironclad stood no risk of being mistaken 
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for Vice Adm Horatio Nelson’s HMS Victory. The enlisted men who volunteered 
for service aboard “were made all manner of fun . . . for gooing [sic] to sea in a 
tank.”39 A year later, in the immediate aftermath of the pitched Battle of Hamp-
ton Roads, the Assistant Secretary of the Navy told the crew, “You don’t look as 
though you were just through one of the greatest naval conflicts on record.”40 In 
the age of sail, battles resulted in “torn uniforms stained with blood, [and] hollow 
faces stunned by shellfire” while the crew of the Monitor emerged from victory 
covered only in soot and powder.41

Herman Melville weighed in on the passionless mechanical power of the 
ship: “Hail to victory without the gaud / Of glory. . . . / War’s made / Less grand 
than Peace.”42 In considering the honor and glory of Appomattox Courthouse, he 
fails to mention the consuming, inhuman hunger and disease of the siege of Rich-
mond that immediately preceded it.43 Poets and screenwriters may favor Thermo-
pylae, but with their friends’ lives on the line, most warriors would prefer Plataea.44 
The crew of the USS Minnesota, saved from destruction at the hands of the Con-
federate ironclad CSS Virginia by the inelegant Monitor, surely preferred their 
survival to the sustenance of Melville’s sentiments about the trappings of warfare. 
The greatest honor lies in what works—in what completes the mission and brings 
friends home alive without compromising the values for which we fight.

As described by Maj Charles Kels, the point of warfare is to win, and the way 
to win is to make sure that the other side bears as much of the risk as possible.45 
As a service, we would do well to remember that point. Admitting RPAs into the 
inner ring of our service culture is not a question of heroism but of simple effec-
tiveness. An air force that perfects a fusion of manned and remotely piloted air-
craft will dominate the skies (and the surface beneath those skies), but to build 
that force we must have people who understand both sides of that equation.

Toward that end, fostering RPA-minded aviators within the service will re-
veal airpower possibilities beyond those immediately apparent to traditional avia-
tors. Ensuring some level of cross-fertilization between manned and RPA experi-
ence benefits both communities. As with any teamwork, these benefits must be 
built on a foundation of mutual respect. Putting this into practice, the Air Force 
has sent a number of young captains who have completed their first flying tour in 
RPAs into follow-on tours in manned aircraft. Units receiving these pilots might 
learn much about how RPAs can assist their platforms if they choose to view RPA 
experience as legitimate. If we think structurally, replacing cybernetic processes 
with capability-based models empowers RPA pilots, which improves perfor-
mance, effectiveness, and job satisfaction. As a service, coming to terms with the 
evolving nature of pilots inducts RPA aviators into the rich lore of flight and al-
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lows Airmen to tell the chapter of the Air Force story written over the last decade 
in the skies of Iraq and Afghanistan.

The most important aspect of martial culture, though, is pride—something 
we cannot transplant. It must be homegrown by the community out of a sense of 
shared values, accomplishments, mission, and purpose. The RPA community must 
take itself seriously—there is no room for being off altitude and hence becoming 
a hazard to other aircraft, and there is no excuse for watching a target for hours 
but failing to gain situational awareness of an upcoming operation on that target. 
The community must give no reason whatsoever to validate negative assumptions 
about it. This sort of seriousness comes from a passion for the mission. Thus, we 
return to the centrality of combat.

The rush of acceleration that accompanies an afterburning takeoff cannot 
motivate typical Predator or Reaper pilots—nor can the prospect of making as-
sault landings on impossibly short dirt strips. Only one idea motivates them—that 
their actions help comrades in the line of fire and that their weapons help win the 
war and keep their countrymen safe. Combat occupies center stage for all Air 
Force aviators, but for RPA pilots it is the only thing on stage at all. A culture 
builds pride from what it does. RPA crews spend nearly the entirety of their flying 
time piloting aircraft in combat zones. Combat must be the deep soil from which 
the RPA community draws its pride. More than likely, no one will make a Top 
Gun movie about the glamour of long hours in a cargo container. There is, how-
ever, a long stream of headlines about al-Qaeda’s thinning command structure. A 
saying from the days “when Strategic Air Command was king” alluded to making 
movies and making history. RPAs are making history.

Mindell describes the mechanism by which new technologies are accepted 
into the military mainstream—victory in battle.46 This is hardly the scientific 
method since battles never take place in controlled conditions, and very rarely do 
we collect enough data points to attain statistical significance. But acceptance is 
as much a question of cultural narrative as of equipment optimization; thus, the 
retelling of a battle becomes as significant as the regression output from scientific 
testing. There is a certain logic to this—the crucible of uncontrolled conditions in 
the chaos of battle is a fitting final exam. Consequently, in the naval Battle of 
Hampton Roads during the Civil War, the duel of the Monitor and the Merrimack 
irrevocably inscribed the combination of steam power and metal-plate armor into 
the lore of the United States Navy. The gold standard of a military technology 
remains its ability to save lives. The Monitor saved the lives of the one remaining 
“wooden wall” at Hampton Roads from the Confederate ironclad that had already 
claimed two wooden frigates. This weighty discussion occurs in the currency of 
lives. The Monitor’s crew members were weighed and found worthy because they 
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saved the people aboard the wooden USS Minnesota—despite the iron walls that 
gave them immunity.

 The counter–improvised explosive device (IED) fight of Operation Iraqi 
Freedom represents the modern equivalent of the Battle of Hampton Roads. Al-
though the RPA crews enmeshed in the struggle were not at risk, their actions 
radically reduced the threat to their friends on the ground by providing the ISR 
needed to dismember the IED network.47 As the Washington Post’s Rick Atkinson 
describes in “Left of Boom,” allied commanders realized that “if you don’t go after 
the network, you’re never going to stop these guys. Never.”48 The geometric growth 
of the RPA community was in the midst of this struggle to stem the killing tide. 
In partnership with intelligence professionals and special operations forces, the 
RPA’s unblinking eye proves uniquely adept at disrupting social networks.49 For 
all the talk of risk in the controversy over RPA culture, the threats to ground 
forces drove the remote-split-operations construct that allows RPA crews to fly 
from outside the combat zone. The steady stare of the Predator protected our 
comrades on the ground, and that stare remained fixed on target through count-
less flight hours—hours that could be generated in much greater numbers from 
the United States than from downrange.50 In Operations Iraqi Freedom and En-
during Freedom, risk to ground forces proved far more acute than to aviators; 
therefore, almost all the lives saved by the Predators and Reapers were those of 
ground troops. This realization should restore civility and camaraderie to the dis-
cussion about RPA culture—virtues heretofore sorely lacking.

Over the course of the past decade, RPA aviators have clearly experienced 
victory in battle, the standard for acceptance into military culture. Our enemy’s 
own words testify to that fact. In war, the enemy always gets a vote. In this war, his 
vote was clear—Osama bin Laden himself confirmed the effectiveness of RPAs. 
Personal papers seized from his compound reveal a man left “distraught by drone 
strikes [and] al-Qaeda losses.”51 An astute airpower thinker described the link 
between victory and acceptance by joking that an RPA should sink the Ost-
friesland, the vessel destroyed in a bombing demonstration by Gen Billy Mitchell 
in his quest to legitimate the role of aircraft in national security.52 Off the top of 
our heads, we’d pick about a dozen high-value al-Qaeda targets over that battle-
ship.
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Notes

1. FENCE checks are final combat checks conducted prior to entering hostile air-
space.

2. Thomas A. Keaney and Eliot A. Cohen, Revolution in Warfare? Air Power in the 
Persian Gulf (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 1995), 94–95.

3. Specifically, we advocate a causal-constitutive view of the relationship between 
technology and culture. Technology shapes culture as culture shapes technology, and the 
evolution of this relationship depends upon initial conditions. Culture facilitates the ef-
fect of developing solutions, whether doctrine, training, or materiel. The most creative 
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French European Defense Strategy 
and Its Relationship with NATO
lT Col arnaud Gary, FrEnCh air ForCE*

From the stillborn European defense community in 1950 to the Common 
Foreign and Security Policy, France has held a leadership position in the 
construction of the European defense structure since its creation. This 
leadership role stood in contrast to the perceived position of France vis-

à-vis the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), essentially after Gen 
Charles de Gaulle decided to withdraw France from the NATO command struc-
ture in 1966, an action that the United States always perceived as a challenge to 
its supremacy. Prior to President Nicolas Sarkozy’s decision to completely reinte-
grate France into NATO in March 2009, France had always had a specific role 
both within and outside the NATO command structure and in European defense. 
This explains why observers often refer to France as a nonaligned ally in charac-
terizing its behavior in international relations. Currently, European defense is at a 
standstill and needs a boost, but the European political, economic, and societal 
context has dramatically changed in the last few years, requiring France to imple-
ment a new policy to maintain its influence in both European defense and NATO.

In this challenging context and using the dividends of its reaffirmed role 
after the Libyan conflict, France will maintain its autonomy to act in developing 
a stronger European defense—based on small-group initiatives—while it influ-
ences NATO by employing the new “smart defense” concept and deals with the 
US shift to the Asia-Pacific region. In this manner, France will regain its leader-
ship role in Europe and on the international stage.

European Defense: A Lack of Political Will?
Back in 1950, the beginning of the Cold War raised the question of Euro-

pean security. René Pleven, president of the French Council, invented the concept 
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of a European Defense Community, designed to create an integrated military 
force founded by European countries and directed by a supranational authority. 
This project was never ratified because of French domestic political reasons. Be-
tween 1954 and 1992, the Western European Union was created to maintain, a 
minima, a mutual assistance, but the security of the European continent became 
rooted in the transatlantic relationship.1 In 1992 the Maastricht Treaty was signed 
in the context of the end of the Cold War and the perspective of German reuni-
fication. With it arose a willingness to develop a political community as well as an 
economic union—the European Union (EU). One of the pillars of the new orga-
nization became the Common Foreign and Security Policy, whose main objec-
tives were to preserve fundamental European interests and independence, rein-
force the security of the EU, and promote international cooperation.2 “The June 
1992 ‘Petersberg Declaration’ was a key development in EU efforts to create its 
own defence capability. It was designed to avoid any confusion between the de-
fence roles of individual EU countries, NATO and the Union acting as a bloc. The 
Petersberg Declaration set out three roles[:] . . . humanitarian and rescue opera-
tions, peacekeeping operations [and tasks of combat forces in crisis management, 
including peacemaking].”3 After the Bosnian War, France and the United King-
dom (UK) wanted the EU to become a credible actor on the international stage, 
and the Saint-Malo Summit in December 1998 was the starting point for an 
actual European defense project. It also set the stage for the creation in June 1999 
of the European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP), a formal organization de-
signed to prevent conflicts and manage crisis missions. As a subset of the Com-
mon Foreign and Security Policy in the security domain, the ESDP became the 
Common Security and Defense Policy with the Lisbon Treaty, ratified in Decem-
ber 2009, which profoundly modified the ESDP by creating the Permanent 
Structure for Cooperation (PSC), as well as the mutual defense clause, and im-
proving the European Defense Agency.4

These three points established the new foundations of European defense and 
quickly became its strength. The PSC allows member states to come together in 
small groups in order to bypass the obligation for unanimity in several domains. 
The PSC, “reserved for member states whose defense efforts are the greatest, in-
cludes countries who wish to pool their investment and bring together their de-
fense tools.”5 Inspired by the NATO Treaty, the mutual defense clause means that 
“if a Member State is the victim of armed aggression on its territory, the other 
Member States shall have towards it an obligation of aid and assistance by all the 
means in their power.”6 The European Defense Agency was created on 12 July 
2004 for countries that wanted to improve their military capacity. It “aimed to 
develop defense capacities in the area of crisis management and to promote and 
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strengthen European cooperation regarding arms, and also aimed to strengthen 
Europe’s industrial and technological base in the area of defense.”7 It is in charge 
of coordinating capacity and industrial projects of the member states. Today, the 
agency is responsible for European tanker aircraft, the pilot-training project, and 
the A400M transport aircraft through the Organization for Joint Armament Co-
operation.

The Common Security and Defense Policy allows the EU to use civilian and 
military means to conduct peace-support operations (i.e., peacekeeping, peace 
enforcement, conflict prevention, peacemaking, and peace building). Currently, 11 
civilian operations have been completed, and eight are in progress. On the mili-
tary side, three have been completed, and five are in progress—the most important 
one the EU Naval Force’s Operation Atalanta, which protects humanitarian-aid 
shipments and fights piracy off the Somali coast.8 France is the primary contribu-
tor to this operation. However, the experience of conducting these operations has 
highlighted the weaknesses of the EU defense policy.

Indeed, all missions so far performed by the EU as a security organization 
have been modest. A number of treaties, institutions, and procedures have been 
launched during the last decade to emulate the construction of European defense. 
Some industrial projects were convincing, such as the A400M transport aircraft, 
the FREMM frigates (Italy and France), the PAAMS Naval Missile System 
(France, UK, and Italy), and the Tiger helicopter. Several collaborative advances 
have been made in space observation. But the concrete improvements are slim, 
and no real dynamic has emerged.9 No military operation has been put in place 
since the Lisbon Treaty in December 2009, and the EU had to reduce its opera-
tion center that activated in March 2012, as mentioned by Hubert Védrine in his 
report to the French president François Hollande.10 At present we have to admit 
that European defense is at a standstill. Each time attempts were made to give a 
new impulse to the organization, military conservatism, industrial competition, 
and a lack of funding thwarted political initiatives.11 The difficulty that European 
politicians now have to face is that the threats to European citizens do not de-
mand military answers; that is, globalization, an unstable financial environment, 
unemployment, and ecology are distant from European defense issues. As a result, 
in 2011 EU27 defense spending was 40 percent of the US defense budget ($281 
billion versus $711 billion, respectively).12 France and the UK, which spent 40 
percent of the EU27 defense budget, are the only two EU countries to devote 
more than 2 percent of their gross domestic product to military expenditures.13 In 
light of these figures, Europeans have to remain pragmatic and reasonable about 
their collective defense ambitions. Even in the presence of a certain political 
goodwill, the overall process remains fragile due to financial and domestic politi-
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cal issues, and words are difficult to translate into practical efforts. Part of the 
problem comes from the countries that are both NATO and EU members: until 
recent times, they feared that the EU could represent any duplication with NATO, 
and they trusted the United States to guarantee the safety of the European con-
tinent. As a matter of fact (and somewhat ironically), a significant part of the 
problem and the possible solution to the European defense dilemma resides in its 
relationship with NATO.

The Full and Entire Return of France to NATO
On 4 April 1949 in Washington, DC, foreign affairs ministers signed the 

treaty creating NATO. Twelve countries signed this pact, which came into force 
on 23 August 1949, as a regional organism based on mutual support among mem-
ber countries in case of an attack against one of them.14 NATO was created not 
only to protect the Northern Atlantic region against the Soviet threat but also to 
stabilize Western Europe—Germany in particular. In April 1951, the organiza-
tion adopted a permanent political and military structure that included an inte-
grated command structure for its members’ military forces. NATO sought to or-
ganize its Western European members’ military forces in peacetime so they could 
rapidly react and shift to war status in case of a Soviet attack. This implied full 
integration and control by the United States, accepted by all members, under au-
thority of the Supreme Allied Command, Europe.15 Although France was a 
NATO founding member, its role in the organization evolved along with its rela-
tionship with the United States and its foreign policy, upon which General de 
Gaulle left his mark.

On 7 March 1966, General de Gaulle announced to President Lyndon 
Johnson that “France proposed to recover the exercise of its sovereignty on its 
entire territory . . . [cease] its participation in the integrated commands within 
NATO . . . and no longer [give] any permanent forces to NATO.”16 Far from 
expressing de Gaulle’s anti-Americanism, this decision was the result of three 
main considerations: de Gaulle’s attempts to establish a Franco-British-American 
Security Directorate had failed; “he sought a more independent role for France in 
order to maximise its global influence and status[;] . . . [and] President de Gaulle 
. . . disagreed with the United States’ intention to replace the strategy of ‘Massive 
Retaliation’ with ‘Flexible Response’ because he believed that this meant a weak-
ening of the U.S. commitment to defend Europe with nuclear weapons.”17 Those 
three elements made de Gaulle believe that NATO was designed to ensure French 
subordination to US policy. France had developed its own nuclear weapon, and de 
Gaulle did not want to see US nuclear weapons on French soil without knowing 
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anything about them, even their whereabouts; this would be an unacceptable loss 
of sovereignty. Finally, after more than eight years of fruitless attempts, France left 
the NATO integrated command structures.18 However, it stayed within the alli-
ance and was ready to “get along with its allies in the event of the need to reach 
an agreement in case of a conflict.”19 Indeed, “a secret accord between U.S. and 
French officials, the Lemnitzer-Aillert Agreements, laid out in great detail how 
French forces would dovetail back into NATO’s command structure should East-
West hostilities break out.”20 With the exception of an abortive attempt from 
Jacques Chirac in 1996, no government ever challenged de Gaulle’s decision until 
2009. France’s position vis-à-vis NATO became the symbol of its independence 
and nonalignment with respect to the United States. It was advantageous on both 
the diplomatic and the political side, especially among Brazil, Russia, India, China, 
and South Africa, for whom France’s position was a guarantee of independence.21 
The full and entire return of France to NATO happened only on 3 April 2009 
when Sarkozy was president.

What were France’s motivations to initiate a step back, and what might be 
the consequences of this decision? Between de Gaulle’s and Sarkozy’s decisions, 
France had come closer to NATO, step by step, but in strict secrecy. From the 
time of the Atlantic Council, held in Paris in 1983, to the presence of more French 
military officers in NATO structures, through participation in the NATO Re-
sponse Force and weapon interoperability, the process was ongoing and continu-
ous.22 Back in 2009, President Sarkozy could see only disadvantages to the French 
position. First, France’s allies did not understand it, and it cast doubt on his coun-
try’s goals and strategy: “[European] countries were reluctant to cooperate with 
France on such a force out of fear it would be interpreted as a split from NATO.”23 
Second, France had a poor influence on the orientation of the military committee 
because no French general had an important position among NATO structures, 
and every member had doubts about French intentions.24 Even so, opponents of 
the full return to NATO were numerous in France. They feared an alignment of 
France with US policy and a loss of the status it had enjoyed for so many years. 
Finally, the Parliament backed Sarkozy’s decision with a vote of confidence and 
decided that France would be a full NATO member but would stay away from the 
Nuclear Planning Group. On the military side, the return meant a greater influ-
ence over NATO’s decisions on the use of military forces. Nine hundred French 
soldiers came to NATO headquarters, and French generals received a few presti-
gious assignments, such as the Supreme Allied Command Transformation in 
Norfolk, Virginia. Normalization of the French position also reassured countries 
within the alliance about France’s intentions, role, and strategy. On the European 
side, and according to Hervé Morin, France’s position outside the unified com-
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mand caused distrust among its allied partners about its European ambitions; 
they thought that France wanted to substitute NATO for European defense, 
while they themselves remained profoundly attached to NATO.25 The United 
States had always considered France’s behavior a challenge to its supremacy and 
influence, making European defense a threat to transatlantic ties. The return of 
France to the NATO command structures restored trust with the United States, 
reassured European countries concerning France’s intentions, and made clear to 
everybody that NATO and European defense did not have to compete but could 
be complementary. In sum, the construction of European defense could proceed. 
In April 2009,

NATO recognise[d] the importance of a stronger and more capable European defense, 
and welcome[d] the EU’s efforts to strengthen its capabilities and its capacity to address 
common security challenges that both NATO and the EU face today. These develop-
ments have significant implications and relevance for the Alliance as a whole, which is 
why NATO stands ready to support and work with the EU in such mutually reinforcing 
efforts, recognising the ongoing concerns of Allies.26

For France and President Sarkozy, this declaration was a success and the 
beginning of a new era in which France would play a greater role in NATO and 
renew its effort to construct European defense. Two years later, the Libyan con-
flict would challenge the new French position.

The Libyan Conflict: 
A Test for Both NATO and the European Union

The Libyan conflict provides us with a good example of the difficulties in 
finding an agreement that would allow European countries to intervene indepen-
dently, as opposed to NATO’s extreme reaction and its ability to find compromises 
in situations where European defense found itself stuck. After a European sum-
mit in Brussels on 11 March 2011, the EU found a compromise “to consider ‘all 
necessary options’ to protect civilians in Libya, and called on Gaddafi to give up 
power. The statement did not make reference to recent French and British calls for 
a no-fly zone.”27 After the meeting, German chancellor Angela Merkel was “‘fun-
damentally skeptical’ of military action” while France and Britain “were consider-
ing airstrikes in Libya.”28 Germany was one of the five countries that chose ab-
stention to United Nations (UN) Resolution 1973, thereby showing to the rest of 
the world and to the European countries its disagreement with military interven-
tion in Libya.29 Because the three main countries—Germany, the UK, and 
France—were unable to find a diplomatic agreement in favor of military interven-
tion, Europeans could not act in Libya as an entity. On 1 April, the EU did an-
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nounce EUFOR Libya, a military operation to support humanitarian-relief op-
erations.30 This limited engagement, however, was far from convincing, coming 
from a continent that wants to be a major player in its area of interest. Later in the 
conflict, the European reaction as a whole remained mixed: some countries as-
sumed an offensive role (France and the UK), some a noncombat role (the Neth-
erlands and Italy [even if Italy offered important support by opening its bases to 
NATO aircraft]), and others chose not to be part of the fight at all (Germany and 
Poland). All of these European countries acted in the name of NATO, not as 
Europeans. Domestic political issues and public opinion were significant factors 
in the nations not engaged, as in Germany where its historical legacy makes 
people extremely reluctant to use force. In sum, Libya has offered the latest ex-
ample of Europe’s political fragmentation regarding defense while at the same 
time, and despite numerous disagreements, NATO was globally quite reactive 
and effective.31

According to Michael Clarke, “Despite all the statements of unity, there 
were clear political differences of view over how far NATO nations should go in 
pushing for the defeat of the Gaddafi forces. . . . When the military operation 
began on 19 March with French, and then US and British air strikes, it was not 
clear whether or not the Alliance would be able to act at all.”32 In Brussels, alli-
ance members could not agree on who would take the lead on military operations: 
“British prime minister David Cameron argued that responsibility for the no-fly 
zone should be transferred to NATO, while French foreign minister Alain Juppé 
argued, ‘The Arab League does not wish the operation to be entirely placed under 
NATO responsibility. It isn’t NATO which has taken the initiative up to now.’ ”33 
France was pushing hard to intervene and, knowing the reluctance of several Eu-
ropean countries to use force, did not want to see NATO dampen the operation. 
But divisions inside NATO were contained to some extent by ensuring that “a 
largely agreed on position had been established by those at the helm of the cam-
paign.”34 For example, France, the UK and six other countries contributed to the 
actual strike operations even before the NATO ambassadors discussed them. This 
process allowed NATO to take over air operations only 12 days after the first 
strikes, with Lt Gen Ralph Jodice—the combined joint force air component com-
mander—having the relative freedom to employ his air forces. Thus, NATO man-
aged to overcome initial tensions at the political level and was efficient at the 
operational level through well-trained command structures, showing strong ef-
fectiveness, whereas European defense revealed its weaknesses. In the Libyan 
operation, France took its first steps as a fully reintegrated member of NATO.

Indeed, the Libya crisis was the first NATO military operation since France 
reintegrated into the NATO military command structure. Because France had 
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always remained among the first five contributors to every NATO operation since 
Desert Storm, the new situation did not involve a significant change in its behav-
ior.35 Nevertheless, “through the Libya operation, France has been able to confirm 
its ability to take a strong leadership role within the Alliance.”36 Moreover, France 
demonstrated both its capacity to be the first to enter a theater and its ability to 
perform an autonomous strike far from its territory.37 Today only three Western 
countries—the United States, UK, and France—can put together Airborne Warn-
ing and Control System, tanker, and fighter assets along with the intelligence that 
such a package requires. First, this situation reinforced the relationship between 
France and the UK: “Cooperation [between the two countries] . . . was desirable 
because it met two key criteria: the willingness to deploy and the willingness to 
spend on defence.”38 Second, it gave new momentum to the transatlantic rela-
tionship: the United States now sees France as a reliable ally on whom it can 
count while it transitions to Asia. Third, France reaffirmed its leadership role in 
Europe on the military stage, found a way to counter Germany’s pressure, and 
demonstrated its ability to use force when necessary. If the Libyan conflict was 
considered a test for France in its new role since its full reintegration into NATO, 
then one could assert that it was a success. With renewed influence and a new 
legacy, though, France is also committed to do all in its power to preserve its posi-
tion by maintaining a leading role in the consolidation of European defense.

The French Perspective on 
European Defense and Its Relation to NATO

France is ready to take on its leadership role in the construction of European 
defense. With respect to its closest allies, the ties between France and the UK—
the two biggest military powers in Europe—will remain among the most impor-
tant factors in the consolidation of European defense. The relationship between 
Paris and London has gone through years of rivalry and misunderstandings, yet 
“the 2010 Franco-British treaties have the potential to further bilateral strategic 
rapprochement and serve as a source of inspiration for other joint defence initia-
tives in Europe.”39 Indeed, the two countries found common ground for coopera-
tion as set forth by the Lancaster-House Treaty, signed in November 2010. That 
document established a framework and a new potential for defense cooperation 
between the two countries, from nuclear and weapon systems programs such as 
remotely piloted aircraft to the new Combined Joint Expeditionary Force tested 
successfully in October 2012.40 The rapprochement also became obvious during 
the Libyan conflict when French and British forces came together on both the 
diplomatic and military fronts. Nevertheless, difficulties can quickly reemerge. On 
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the procurement side, the recent British decision about the future carrier stopped 
all potential for further cooperation.41 More important, on the political side, the 
UK does not want to integrate the bilateral mechanisms into European defense; 
that is symptomatic of the UK’s reluctance with respect to any global EU project, 
preventing this country from being a European leader. Moreover, Cameron’s re-
cent gamble with the EU referendum could complicate new ententes. Finally, the 
capacity to capitalize on recent progress will rely on “the United Kingdom’s ability 
to mitigate its own Eurosceptic fears in the treaties’ implementation process [and] 
France’s commitment to implementing the agreed measures and its capacity to 
leave behind its political and ideological aspirations when dealing with the United 
Kingdom.”42

The German equation is even more complicated. Thanks to the economic 
crisis, Germany has “enjoy[ed] a dominant position with regard to Paris and all 
the other member nations. Why? Because Germany has succeeded in setting up 
the euro to work in its favor, developing an export-oriented economy and making 
the necessary reforms in good time.”43 This dominating position on the economic 
side has repercussions on the political side since Germany tends to favor its own 
preferences in all areas; the Libyan conflict is the best evidence of this assertion, 
emphasizing the natural German reluctance to use its armed forces. Concerning 
its defense views, Germany has always preferred NATO to European defense (it 
is the second-greatest contributor to NATO spending) and has always had a core 
disagreement with France over nuclear deterrence.44 This state of mind prevents 
Germany from actually promoting European defense. Moreover, it recently re-
fused the merger of the British defense contractor BAE and the Franco-German 
firm EADS, threatening one of the treasures of the European industrial and tech-
nological base in the area of defense.45 Today, one must ask whether German 
leaders have enough will to progress, at the European level, in the area of defense.

To strengthen European defense capacities, France will need the support of 
Germany as well as the other Weimar+ countries (Italy, Poland, and Spain). The 
five countries—the most credible European defense actors with the UK—first 
met on 15 November 2012 and sent an important political message concerning 
their determination to reinforce cooperation in the defense sector. They published 
a joint letter stating their willingness to reinforce European defense with the cre-
ation of common defense structures. Those countries also agreed on five areas of 
improvement: engagement in civil-military operations, a European comprehen-
sive approach, equipment, the complementarity of NATO and European defense, 
and cooperation with international organizations such as the UN. But the UK 
could fight this project, fearing it might rival NATO command.46 In addition, 
each of these Weimar+ countries suffers from budget cuts that directly affect its 
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military forces. Despite the necessity to cooperate, the countries’ economic diffi-
culties could undermine their ability to implement actual strides. The ones more 
affected by the economic crisis will have difficulty affording any long-term and 
costly program such as the next-generation tanker. If France encounters less for-
mal opposition and even some support from Italy, Spain, and Poland for the Eu-
ropean defense implementation, it will have to make sure that the Weimar+ coun-
tries follow their words with actual facts regarding common projects directed by 
the European Defense Agency and their willingness to engage in military opera-
tions. The demanding economic context will help bring countries together but 
could also undermine long-term efforts. Indeed, in their desire to save money 
quickly, countries could be tempted to merge their forces and favor concrete, 
short-term objectives while the European structure and the importance of the 
issue at stake (i.e., the preservation of Europe as a power in a multipolar world) 
would need broader, long-term objectives with no immediate, tangible return. The 
implementation of European defense will have to be wise and progressive. If an 
immediate process involving the EU27 is impossible, the Weimar+ is the right 
example of the iterative construct Europe might choose: strong leadership from 
the most active countries to convince the others that European defense can work, 
encouraging smaller nations to join the group. In addition to the Weimar+ initia-
tive, others could come together within small groups to begin pooling and shar-
ing.47 To strengthen its structure, Europe will also need to preserve its techno-
logical and industrial base in the defense area, which is threatened by fiscal 
constraints such as the reduction of European spending; further, a more aggressive 
American defense industrial complex (to balance sequestration) could undermine 
efforts to preserve a strong European industrial base.

At the European level and in the context of an economic crisis, challenges 
are numerous. In the short term, small-group initiatives à la carte led by the most 
influential European actors, pooling and sharing, and preservation of the techno-
logical and industrial base in the defense area are essential. In the long term, Eu-
ropean countries will have to remain reasonable and make compromises on their 
core views if they want to push forward. The issue at stake is nothing less than 
Europe as a credible international actor. Through its leading role, France has al-
ready shown its willingness to make progress. However, it will need countries to 
convert their political goodwill into concrete actions, and it will require the sup-
port of the United States. This can help European public opinion understand that 
with the US transition to Asia, Europe needs to take the responsibility of securing 
its sphere of influence and providing the assets formerly supplied by America.48 
Finally, in this era of austerity, Europeans need to make sure that no redundancy 
occurs between European defense and NATO.
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France decided to return to the integrated command structure in order to 
influence NATO. That means it is ready to contribute to the debate, as occurred 
during the last NATO summit in Chicago in May 2012. At the procurement 
level, it means that France wants the European defense complex to have a place in 
the smart-defense concept and to be associated with the Ballistic Missile Defense 
System program.49 It also means better deconfliction between NATO and Euro-
pean Defense Agency programs. Above all, and according to Mr. Védrine, France 
wants to make NATO and European defense complementary, refocusing NATO 
on its regional and military prerogatives as a military alliance based on Article 5 
of the North Atlantic Treaty and nuclear deterrence.50 While European defense 
would act in humanitarian, peacekeeping, and civil-military operations—and pos-
sibly in crisis management—Russia represents another good example of how this 
complementary role could be used: “Russia’s distrust of NATO has led it to adopt 
a more assertive foreign policy posture, in which it seeks to safeguard its tradi-
tional sphere of interest. . . . The EU could well become the mediator in the com-
plex security policy relations between Russia and the West. The EU clearly pro-
vides a security policy agenda that Russia regards as more pragmatic and less 
confrontational than NATO’s.”51

Conclusion
President Sarkozy’s decision to return to the NATO command structure was 

necessary for the renewal of European defense. This action did not represent a 
realignment of French strategy with US policy, as some French politicians feared, 
but restored trust with Europeans and the United States, reinforcing European 
defense in the context of the US transition to the Asia-Pacific region. France is 
willing to give new momentum to the preservation of Europe’s credibility through 
small-group initiatives à la carte, pooling and sharing, and a preserved European 
industrial complex. Given the challenges and underlying tensions in a difficult 
economic context, the political goodwill among the EU27 will need to change 
into actions, and European countries will have to remain reasonable about their 
collective defense ambitions. Building on its reaffirmed role after the Libyan con-
flict, France has initiatives designed to maintain its influence as a European leader; 
they will enable France to recover its position as a major player on the interna-
tional stage through a reinforced and complementary European defense and 
NATO.

France is ready to assume a rallying role in Europe—one that neither the UK 
nor Germany is ready to shoulder. After centuries of an extremely rich history 
marked by wars and conflicts, France has developed a true need for safety and 
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independence through its own defense industry and influence. What could appear 
sometimes as arrogant French exceptionalism is actually an exaggerated pragma-
tism due to the trauma of the occupation and is designed to protect both French 
core interests and a European status of power in a multipolar world. A small 
number of Western countries can afford this global vision financially, ideologi-
cally, and culturally. This comprehensive vision shares common ground with 
American core interests, and France has proven in the recent past—in Libya and 
Mali—that it is willing and able to assume its part of the burden. Both countries 
are aware of this fact, making the bilateral relationship better than ever.
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The Military in Egypt
Peacemaker with Expiration Date?

wiTold muCha* 
ahmEd khaliFa

With the ousting of Egyptian president Mohamed Morsi on 3 July 
2013, the events that led to President Hosni Mubarak’s resigna-
tion two years earlier seemed to recur. Resting upon very different 
political backgrounds, the two presidents had faced similar adver-

saries prior to their fall: both a growing popular movement on the streets and 
military leadership that would eventually side with the opposition. Policy makers, 
scholars, and media alike have critically discussed the latter’s role during the re-
moval of the two presidents.1 In particular, Gen Abdul Fattah al-Sisi, commander 
in chief of the Egyptian armed forces and Egypt’s de facto current leader, has 
given reason for distrust for two reasons. First, the military overthrew the formally 
elected Morsi and took power. Second, since then the army has taken action 
against Morsi’s Muslim Brotherhood, making use of violent force.2

To some observers, it seems that al-Sisi and the military have thus consoli-
dated their power status quo, which had been seriously questioned by the Morsi 
government during the last year. Apparently, the army would not stop using vio-
lent force against the brotherhood in the name of the demonstrating people.3 
Recent statements by Ahmed Shafik, Mubarak’s last prime minister, or Amr 
Moussa, former foreign minister, substantiate suspicions about the military’s 
striving for political power. Shafik and Moussa have publicly made their candi-
dacy for the presidential elections of 2014 dependent upon al-Sisi’s own plans. 
For instance, Shafik stated that he would not run if al-Sisi stood in the election: 
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“May God give him good fortune. We would all support him and I am the first 
one to support him.”4

Against this backdrop, this article analyzes the military’s role from the pe-
riod leading to Mubarak’s resignation in February 2011 to the aftermath of 
Morsi’s ousting in July 2013. It seeks to understand to what extent the military 
contributed to the escalation and de-escalation of violent clashes in Egypt 
throughout that time. The analysis focuses less on political motivations than on 
actual decisions and official statements. In other words, the authors are interested 
in what the army did to escalate or de-escalate the onset of civil conflict rather 
than why the military acted that way. The overarching question is to what extent 
the military refrained from violent repression against the opposition forces and 
thus became a de-escalating force from the beginning of the Arab Spring in 2011.

The article includes three sections. A brief review of the literature presents 
major findings on the military’s repressive and supposedly stabilizing function in 
authoritarian regimes, revealing a research gap concerning the nonrepressive and 
stabilizing responses by the armed forces. Next, drawing on empirical analysis of 
five escalation episodes in Egypt since the ousting of Mubarak in early 2011, the 
article traces the military’s specific role by investigating how much the armed 
forces actively contributed to de-escalation—if they did so at all. Last, it sum-
marizes the findings and outlines the implications for future research. For the 
most part, the empirical results are based on field research in Cairo between 2011 
and 2013.

Stability by Repression
The role of armed forces facing the onset of civil conflict has been dealt with 

in the context of the paradoxical “stabilizing” function of state suppression in au-
tocratic systems. In particular, prominent work by the Political Instability Task 
Force has established the conventional belief that under pure autocracy or dicta-
torship, opportunities for insurgents to organize are too restricted. Thus, the prob-
ability of successful collective action is too low.5 Although pure democracies allow 
for the organization of peaceful collective action and pure autocracies suppress 
any form of such efforts, so-called semidemocracies have proved particularly con-
flict prone. Facing a volatile transition phase, former political and military elites 
are fearful of changes in the status quo as new (popular) factions emerge. Conse-
quently, belligerent rhetoric and politics lead to fragmentation and radicalization 
processes that in turn are likely to spread violence cycles.6 Indeed, the threat of 
repression or even moderate repression has been seldom questioned as a stabiliz-
ing factor in a domestic setting.7 More recent studies identify the armed forces as 
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pivotal actors for the success of peace-building efforts as far as the “local” and the 
“everyday” are concerned.8 Although the armed forces have been implicitly dis-
cussed as part of the autocratic regime in most of these studies, in particular the 
Arab Spring uprisings have shown that ruling powers eventually rely on the mili-
tary’s repressive capacities on the ground.9

The state forces’ repressive capacities are thus used as the major argument 
rather than the actual decisions made by the stakeholders. This article questions 
such a linear understanding of the police and armed forces as actors primarily 
characterized by their repressive means. Empirically based on how the military 
has responded to the volatile situation in Egypt since 2011, it maintains that the 
army’s decision not to partake in the clashes de-escalated the beginning of the 
conflict. In contrast to the academic community’s conventional belief in the power 
of deterrence, a qualitative analysis addresses the active role of the armed forces in 
inhibiting further violence. The article argues that by not intervening militarily 
and thus de facto allowing the masses to openly articulate their demands to the 
ruling power, the armed forces contributed to the low intensity of clashes. This 
position is challenged the moment that military leadership decides to make use of 
violence against parts of those masses. The following section highlights to what 
extent the Egyptian military refrained from violent repression of the opposition 
forces and thus became a de-escalating force from the onset of the Arab Spring in 
2011.

Case Study Egypt, 2011–13
Three features justify the selection of Egypt during 2011–13 as a crucial case 

study. First, a heterogeneously composed and unarmed protest movement was 
capable of ousting the Mubarak regime, which had been in power for more than 
three decades. Second, unlike the civil wars in Libya (2011) or Syria (2011–ongo-
ing), no large-scale escalation erupted despite violent clashes between supporters 
of the regime and opposition forces. With a death toll of 846 during the uprising 
in February 2011, another 150 or so in the aftermath, and several thousand during 
the ousting of Morsi in early July 2013, Egypt’s Arab Spring drew a different 
picture compared to 30,000 battle-related deaths in Libya and well over 100,000 
fatalities in Syria. Third, during the interim phase prior to parliamentary and 
presidential elections, the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces (SCAF) as-
sumed the responsibilities of the president. Despite ongoing tensions, the SCAF 
maintained relative peace within the institutional architecture of the post-
Mubarak state. However, as implied above, the military became the driving stake-
holder behind the ousting of Morsi in July 2013—violent force included. This 
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behavioral change is useful for the present analytical purpose since it sheds light 
on the military’s temporal role as peacemaker in Egypt.

The case of Egypt is relevant because of its low intensity of violence on the 
one hand and fundamental changes regarding the status quo of political power on 
the other. Its moderate attitude during the initial transitional phase struck both 
scholars and political observers. This article’s overarching goal is to shed light on 
this interdependent puzzle (i.e., low-intensity violence and a moderate military). 
Why and to what extent did the armed forces contribute to the de-escalation of 
violent tensions in Egypt since early 2011? The authors examine path-dependency 
dynamics that allow for the identification of variances between the causal factors 
that either fueled or inhibited the commencement of conflict. Conflict-fueling 
(escalatory) factors are understood as those that increase the intensity of the fray 
and the severity of tactics used in pursuing it. Conflict-inhibiting (de-escalatory) 
factors are understood as those that decrease the severity of coercive means used 
in the wake of strife.10

The article focuses on measures taken by the armed forces in inhibiting vio-
lence throughout the country, taking a look at both the physical operations of the 
armed forces (e.g., breaking down protest masses) and their official statements 
(e.g., renouncing the use of force). Given the recent nature of the transition in 
Egypt, the analysis is applied to a short period of around 33 months covering the 
time between Mubarak’s resignation in February 2011 and the time of this writ-
ing (October 2013). Altogether, the article considers five escalation episodes: the 
uprising leading to Mubarak’s ousting in February 2011 (approximately 846 fa-
talities), the violent clashes related to the parliamentary elections in November 
2011 (approximately 41 fatalities), the soccer riots of Port Said in February 2012 
(approximately 86 fatalities), the reignited soccer-related clashes of Port Said one 
year later (approximately 66 fatalities), and the violent clashes in the context of 
Morsi’s overthrow in early July 2013 (approximately 1,200–1,500 fatalities).11

Beyond the high number of people killed (see the figure below), these five 
episodes have been selected as intracases because of two specific features. First, 
since both the SCAF (February 2011 to June 2012) and the Morsi government 
( July 2012–July 2013) administered the transition phase, a look into escalation 
episodes during the rule of each of these protagonists will help identify changes 
in the way the military responded to crises. Second, in addition to this top-level 
institutional layer, these episodes are useful for examining the different conflict 
actor constellations on the ground. For instance, while the former anti-Mubarak 
forces clashed with supporters of the SCAF in the wake of the parliamentary 
elections of November 2011, the Port Said incident in February 2013 occurred in 
the context of Morsi’s presidency. As such, one expects the different actor constel-
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lations of these episodes to better reveal the military’s responses with regard to 
de-escalation. Beyond these selection criteria, it is important to further consider 
that each episode per se is set against the backdrop of benefits that must be “dis-
tributed” after the fall of the Mubarak regime. Naturally, the old and emerging 
forces will compete for political, economic, and cultural “pieces of the cake.” It is 
not surprising, for instance, that the Port Said riots in February 2012 and 2013 
coincided with the anniversary of President Mubarak’s fall in February 2011. As 
the figure shows, the 846 people killed during the January–February 2011 popular 
uprising and the fatalities in the wake of Morsi’s deposal in July 2013 seem excep-
tional. Indeed, before and after the removal of Mubarak, minor violent incidents 
occurred, yet none evolved to the extent seen in February 2011 or July/August 
2013. Not surprisingly, the three-decade-long presidency of Mubarak was reck-
oned among the aforementioned stable autocratic systems.12
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Mubarak’s Fall, February 2011

During Mubarak’s last days in office in early February 2011, the military leader-
ship clearly contributed to calming the growing protest masses throughout the 
country. On 28 January 2011, the so-called Friday of Rage, when Egyptian inter-
nal security forces failed to end the protests and the police disappeared from the 
streets, the military began to play a vital role in ending violence in Cairo and other 
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cities. The army guaranteed it would not open fire under any circumstances, thus 
preventing any identification of the military with the Mubarak regime. Further-
more, the demonstrators greeted the army as a protector against the regime’s se-
curity apparatus.13 Very likely, repressive behavior of the military would have 
furthered activist considerations to arm themselves to defend their cause.14 Yet, 
the army leaders’ support of the “legitimate demands” of the people and approval 
of “peaceful” demonstrations signaled their break with the Mubarak regime.15 
Despite their initial cooperation with the opposition, military forces still con-
fronted demonstrators several times after the SCAF took power and ruled the 
country following Mubarak’s ousting.

Parliamentary Elections, November 2011

Following Mubarak’s departure in February 2011, the SCAF assumed the respon-
sibilities of the president. However, by October 2011, the Egyptian people had 
become increasingly dissatisfied, and all political parties and activists accused the 
military of not handing over power to a civilian government. This demand grew 
after the SCAF’s declaration of the supraconstitutional principles in November 
2011.16 In late September 2011, it was time for the SCAF to announce that elec-
tions for the People’s Assembly would start on 28 November 2011. The SCAF 
advised the High Election Commission to plan the elections in three stages due 
to security issues and the geographical size of the country.17 The first stage began 
on 28 to 29 November, with a runoff on 5 to 6 December, including the nine 
governorates of Cairo, Fayoum, Port Said, Damietta, Alexandria, Kafr El-Sheikh, 
Assiut, Luxor, and the Red Sea. The second stage took place on 14 to 15 Decem-
ber, with a runoff on 21 to 22 December in the nine governorates of Giza, Beni 
Suef, Menoufiya, Sharqiya, Ismailiya, Suez, Beheira, Sohag, and Aswan.18 The 
third stage began on 3 to 4 January 2012, with a runoff on 10 to 11 January in the 
nine governorates of Minya, Qalioubiya, Gharbiya, Daqahliya, North Sinai, South 
Sinai, Marsa Matrouh, Qena, and New Valley.19 The parliamentary elections for 
the Upper House (Shura Council) and Lower House (People’s Assembly) lasted 
for approximately three and a half months.20

Before and during the parliamentary elections, two violent confrontations 
between the military and protesters took place close to Tahrir Square, Parliament, 
and the Ministry of the Interior. Clashes in Mohamed Mahmoud Street erupted 
in November, followed by the Qasr al-Aini Street fighting in December 2011. The 
Mohamed Mahmoud clashes started 10 days before the elections in Cairo. On 18 
November—“Friday of One Demand”—prominent political figures of all parties 
and activists demonstrated against the SCAF’s supraconstitutional principles. On 
this day, everything went peacefully. The next day, 19 November 2011, security 
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forces attacked a sit-in in Cairo’s Tahrir Square where they used intensive tear gas 
and live ammunition against the protesters. The level of violence exercised by the 
security forces shocked many Egyptians before the elections, and their distrust in 
the ruling SCAF mounted. The conflict lasted four days, resulting in 45 deaths 
and hundreds of injuries.21 Surprised by the protesters’ response, the military 
started to build huge walls that blocked the streets leading to the Ministry of the 
Interior.22

On 16 December, after the second round of the parliamentary elections, 
clashes erupted again on Qasr al-Aini Street, close to Parliament. Street fights 
between the army and civilian protesters resulted in numerous injuries. The strife 
continued, with protesters and military forces hurling stones at each other.23 
Young military officers and security forces were even throwing rocks, sheets of 
glass, and fire extinguishers at protesters. A group of activists was detained and 
held inside the People’s Assembly building by military and security forces. The 
SCAF denied any use of violence, claiming that third parties sought to destabilize 
Egypt.24

Similar to the setting during the 18 days before the ousting of Mubarak, the 
police forces failed to end the protests in Tahrir, and the army had to intervene 
once more. This time, in November and December 2011, the army was the aggres-
sor and not the rescuer of the so-called 25 January Revolution.25 During the fray 
on Mohamed Mahmoud and Qasr al-Aini streets, security forces received their 
orders directly from the SCAF to clear Tahrir Square of protests. The generals did 
not want to risk anything and feared losing control of the security situation in 
Cairo. The only solution for the generals was to stop the demonstrations by any 
means, even violence. The SCAF tolerated Friday demonstrations but did not 
accept other days of the week for sit-ins.26

The Mohamed Mahmoud clashes severely affected public perception of the 
SCAF and the Muslim Brotherhood.27 The Freedom and Justice Party, the po-
litical wing of the brotherhood, received countless criticisms from the opposition 
and liberal forces for the strategic decision not to take part in either conflict. 
Members of the party were concentrating mainly on the parliamentary elections 
and avoiding any confrontations with the SCAF.28

During the election process, the SCAF intensified efforts to protect the poll-
ing stations and provide a secure environment for the voters, especially after the 
incidents on Mohamed Mahmoud Street.29 Thus, the SCAF played the role of 
protecting the revolution and leading Egypt to democracy. However, at the same 
time, international media presented the SCAF as the aggressor in the street 
clashes, refusing to fulfill the demands of the revolutionaries.30
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The Ultras—football fans of the famous Premier League Al-Ahly team in 
Cairo—were yet another violent force involved in the street fighting during the 
parliamentary elections. When the Ultras, well known and highly respected 
among the protesters, entered the battlefield in large groups, armed with Molotov 
cocktails and pyrotechnics, the demonstrators celebrated them as heroes. This 
street popularity began to cause the military serious security issues. Members of 
the SCAF lost their image as icons of the 25 January Revolution, and the Ultras 
became more attractive to the young population.31 Violent confrontations be-
tween the Ultras and the military took place in the Mohamed Mahmoud and 
Qasr al-Aini clashes.32 The Ultras played a crucial role in the 25 January Revolu-
tion and have continued to do so in Egyptian street politics since the overthrow 
of Mubarak.33

In summary, the army’s biggest mistake was to intervene in the clashes on 
Mohamed Mahmoud Street. Despite the eruption of fighting on Mohamed 
Mahmoud and Qasr al-Aini, the armed forces managed to continue the election 
process since the SCAF considered it a top priority.

Soccer Riots in Port Said, February 2012

On 1 February 2012, at least 74 people were killed and many injured after a soccer 
game in the city of Port Said, 200 kilometers from Cairo at the Suez Canal.34 The 
Al-Ahly soccer team from Cairo was playing against the local Al-Masry team 
from Port Said. Directly after the game ended, the lights in the stadium were 
suddenly turned off, and armed thugs started to attack the soccer fans. Most of 
the victims in Port Said were Ultras (Al-Ahly fans). The military responded im-
mediately to the riots by sending helicopters to Port Said to evacuate injured 
players and fans.35

News of the Port Said massacre spread quickly throughout the country, and 
many Egyptians believed that the SCAF had planned the violence in advance.36 
Various opposition groups, including liberal forces and representatives of the Is-
lamic political parties, accused the SCAF of having ordered the “mass murder” in 
Port Said. They claimed that the generals were part of the old Mubarak regime 
and that their main objective was to spoil the democratization process in Egypt 
by spreading violence and fear in society.37

In the following days, the Ultras began to avenge their slain comrades in 
Cairo. Everywhere in the country, mass demonstrations were organized by the 
Ultras, who had one main objective—to attack the Ministry of the Interior in 
Cairo. Although the street fights lasted for days in front of the ministry, the gen-
erals ordered an official investigation of the soccer riots in Port Said and promised 
to hold those responsible for the massacre accountable for their actions.38 Again, 
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youth movements and the police were involved in continued violence after the 
Port Said riots. The tragedy of Port Said reflected very well the critical security 
situation in Egypt, which worsened drastically.39

The SCAF realized that it was time to hand power over to a civilian author-
ity after the planned presidential elections; failing this, the security situation in 
the country would escalate.40 Eventually in June 2012, Mohamed Morsi, the can-
didate of the Muslim Brotherhood, won the majority of votes in the second round 
of presidential elections against his opponent Ahmed Shafik, the SCAF represen-
tative.41 In August 2012, President Morsi dismissed Field Marshal Mohamed 
Hussein Tantawi, the country’s defense minister, and Sami Annan, his chief of 
staff, after the Sinai crisis. Both had been the leading personalities of the SCAF, 
which had ruled the country after the overthrow of President Mubarak. A drastic 
shift in power took place.42

In sum, the riots of Port Said mainly involved police forces and the youth 
movements—the army did not intervene. This time the army tried to play the role 
of supporter by sending helicopters to Port Said to evacuate injured fans and soc-
cer players. Even though the army had shown solidarity with the families of the 
victims of Port Said, the people no longer trusted the generals because they had 
failed to provide security and did not admit responsibility for the massacres. The 
SCAF realized that its role as a ruling institution had come to an end and that the 
army had to hand over power to newly elected President Morsi to defuse the vio-
lence in Egypt.

Death Sentences, Port Said, February 2013

On 26 January and 9 March 2013, almost one year after the soccer riots in Port 
Said, a court sentenced 21 fans from the local Port Said soccer team to death and 
acquitted seven police officers.43 Two high-ranking police officers, one of them 
the former Port Said security director, were sentenced to 15 years in prison. After 
the judge announced the sentence, 15,000 Al-Ahly fans began celebrating in front 
of the court.44

Yet, not everyone accepted the controversial verdict, especially the people of 
Port Said. Friends and family members of those convicted started to take revenge 
on the police.45 In the following days, deadly violence erupted in Cairo, Alexan-
dria, the Suez Canal City, Ismailia, Port Said, and other industrial cities as the 
protestors targeted President Morsi and the Muslim Brotherhood.46 The security 
situation spiraled out of control, and at least 30 people were killed and many in-
jured.47

The date of the court case of the Port Said riot, 26 January 2013, was sig-
nificant because it was scheduled one day after the second anniversary of the so-
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called 25 January 2011 Revolution. Yet, in 2013 the young people of Tahrir who 
toppled President Mubarak were not ready to celebrate this special day; instead, 
the protesters decided to continue their violence against Morsi’s regime. The se-
curity situation had already become critical before the Port Said verdict; afterward, 
protests at Tahrir Square continued to intensify.48

During the second anniversary of the revolution, the military did not inter-
vene in the fighting since the violence was directed against the Muslim Brother-
hood. Clashes erupted between the police forces deployed by the brotherhood and 
the youth groups.49 In Port Said, protesters tried to block the Suez Canal, con-
trolled by the Egyptian military.50 In view of the critical security situation, Presi-
dent Morsi declared a curfew in Port Said, Ismailia, and Suez Canal City in an 
attempt to control the strife.51 Residents of the cities along the Suez Canal, how-
ever, ignored the curfew and began challenging the presidential order.52

This time the army cooperated with the protesters. For instance, military 
officers organized soccer tournaments with the residents during the curfew to 
defuse the situation in Ismailia.53 This tactic again distanced the military from the 
Morsi regime—the same strategy the armed forces used during the 18 days in 
2011. Once more, it was the military’s turn to play a crucial role in providing se-
curity and stability in Egypt. The public changed its opinion about the military, 
again celebrating army officers as heroes in the streets of Port Said.54

Yet another factor contributed to the change of attitude towards the military. 
The referendum on the new constitution in December 2012 divided Egyptian 
society into two rival blocks—those against the Muslim Brotherhood and those 
supporting it. As of December 2012, the focus remained on the government of 
President Morsi and the Muslim Brotherhood, not on the role of the army. The 
military took advantage of the political struggle between the political Islam par-
ties and the liberal forces.

Morsi’s Fall, July 2013

The polarization between Morsi’s Muslim Brotherhood and the opposition fur-
ther intensified in March as fuel shortages sent food prices soaring and electricity 
blackouts occurred frequently.55 Part of the fuel problem was the government’s 
inability to pay the debts Egypt owed to foreign oil companies.56 Against this 
socioeconomic backdrop, the International Monetary Fund’s reluctance to in-
crease its loan to Egypt further complicated matters for the Morsi administration. 
After failed negotiations in April, the fund’s stakeholders postponed talks until 
October 2013.57

With the economy in severe crisis and tensions growing between Morsi’s 
supporters and adversaries, the military again seemed to assume a mediating role. 
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One week before Morsi’s anniversary as president, General al-Sisi publicly warned 
the political camps that the military was prepared to act decisively to prevent 
chaos and violence.58 Avoiding partiality, the military cast itself responsible for 
holding the country together by cautioning against “a split in society whose con-
tinuation is a danger to the Egyptian state.”59 Al-Sisi underlined the military’s 
responsibility against the backdrop of heightened tensions by reminding the 
camps of the army’s “patriotic and moral responsibility toward its people [which] 
compels it to intervene to keep Egypt from sliding into a dark tunnel of conflict, 
internal fighting, criminality, accusations of treason, sectarian discord and the col-
lapse of state institutions.”60 Moreover, given the polarized setting, al-Sisi “‘[called] 
on all sides to reach a formula of real understanding, agreement and reconciliation 
to protect Egypt and its people’ . . . [within] one week, ‘during which much can be 
achieved.’ ”61

Notwithstanding the military’s warning, on 30 June millions of Egyptians 
took to the streets of major cities and demanded the resignation of President 
Morsi. The protesters’ agenda was primarily driven by the refusal of the growing 
Islamist influence on political, social, and cultural spheres.62 At least seven people 
were killed in battles between opponents and supporters of Morsi in Cairo.63 The 
military reacted one day later by publicly issuing an ultimatum to the Morsi ad-
ministration.64 If the president did not take steps to address the protesters’ de-
mands for a more inclusive government within 48 hours, the military “would 
impose [its] . . . own ‘road map’ ” for the future.65

After Morsi’s refusal of the ultimatum in an angry speech insisting on his 
legitimate, constitutional right to leadership, on 3 July General al-Sisi announced 
Morsi’s removal. By further suspending the Constitution and installing an interim 
government under Adly Mansour, the armed forces justified the intervention as a 
response to the millions of Egyptians who supposedly opposed the Islamist 
agenda of the Muslim Brotherhood.66 After the arrest of Morsi and Muslim 
Brotherhood leaders during the following days, the situation escalated on 8 July 
when at least 54 of Morsi’s supporters were killed and more than 300 wounded in 
Cairo.67 The protesters had been demonstrating outside the facility where they 
believed that Morsi was detained.68

Doubts about the military’s real motivations in ousting Morsi received new 
impetus after the energy shortages suddenly ended and the police reemerged in 
the streets on 10 July.69 At the same time, the military-led government started a 
public campaign accusing the Muslim Brotherhood of having incited the violent 
clashes before and after Morsi’s withdrawal from office.70 Accordingly, Mansour’s 
new government would not include the Muslim Brotherhood or any other Is-
lamist political party.71
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On 24–25 July, tensions between Morsi’s supporters and adversaries intensi-
fied when two important announcements coincided. On 24 July, the Obama ad-
ministration declared that it could not definitely say whether Egypt’s military had 
engineered a coup d’état against Morsi. Thus, Egypt would continue getting $1.5 
billion in American Official Development Assistance each year.72 Further, on 25 
July allegations came to light that Morsi had supposedly conspired with Hamas 
to escape from prison in 2011.73 In the following two days, demonstrations re-
sulted in more than a dozen people dead. Eventually on 27 July, in an attempt to 
stop the clashes, Egyptian authorities this time ordered security forces to attack 
the Islamist protesters, killing at least 72. Gunshot wounds to the head or chest 
indicated that those forces were not bound by orders to use nonlethal means 
only.74

The violence peaked on 14 August when the security services violently 
cracked down on two massive pro-Morsi sit-ins that included protesters who re-
fused to disperse, setting off riots and confrontations in Cairo and throughout the 
country.75 Reacting to the killing of more than 600 people, mostly Islamists, and 
the injuring of at least 3,700, the Muslim Brotherhood mobilized its followers to 
take to the streets the very next day.76 Shortly thereafter, General al-Sisi declared 
a one-month state of emergency while Mohamed El Baradei, the interim vice 
president, resigned in protest of the disproportionate use of violence by state 
forces.77 Yet another 1,000 people died in fighting involving supporters of the 
Muslim Brotherhood who were marching in Cairo to protest the use of indis-
criminate violence by the authorities.78

The escalations did not abate until 20 August. Although state forces eventu-
ally refrained from lethal violence, the police systematically tracked down and 
arrested the leaders of the Muslim Brotherhood, including prominent spiritual 
leader Mohammed Badie. With the leadership gone and Western states unwilling 
to cut the flow of aid, the brotherhood found itself isolated, and the mass protests 
came to an end.79

Conclusion
Despite the brief transition phase since Mubarak’s fall in February 2011, at 

first glance, the analysis of conflict episodes affirms the preliminary hypothesis. 
Indeed, the military was able to de-escalate the flare-up of violence during the 
November 2011 elections and in the wake of the soccer-related riots of Port Said 
in February 2012 and 2013. However, a differentiated look into the military lead-
ership’s decisions similarly revealed an ambivalent record in that respect. Although 
the army’s stance clearly favored the protest movement during Mubarak’s last 
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days in early February 2011 (i.e., support for people’s “legitimate demands”), its 
involvement with politics constrained the military’s autonomy significantly.

After the police forces failed to disperse the rising social unrest throughout 
the country in the run-up to the November 2011 elections, the SCAF sent armed 
forces to contain the direct confrontations. Given its interim ruling function, the 
military was quickly perceived as a stakeholder responsible for the clashes in the 
first place, contrasting the heroic image it had acquired in the wake of Mubarak’s 
ousting a couple of months earlier. Regardless of such ambiguity during this esca-
lation episode, the SCAF managed to hold parliamentary elections. Consequently, 
the armed forces’ ambivalent record is best explained by political inexperience 
rather than the deliberate decision to suppress the electorate. In the Mubarak era, 
the army was not involved in the political arena; that role belonged to the former 
National Democratic Party.

The Port Said soccer riots in February 2012 drew a similar picture. Again, 
direct confrontations occurred between local police forces and protest groups 
while the army sent helicopters to the soccer stadium in an attempt to rescue the 
injured. However, after the SCAF was accused by large segments of society of 
having planned the violence in advance, the interim government announced for-
mal investigations. Eventually during this phase, the military leadership decided 
to step down from formal rule and pave the way for a civilian government. After 
the presidential elections of 2012, the SCAF handed power over to Mohamed 
Morsi, the Freedom and Justice Party’s victorious candidate. Nevertheless, two 
days before the second round of presidential elections, Egypt’s highest court dis-
solved the Muslim Brotherhood–dominated Parliament and announced that 
Shafik, the favorite candidate of the SCAF, could stay in the race. Just before 
President Morsi was to assume power, these two direct provocations shocked the 
brotherhood. Though designed by the military to test the reaction of the brother-
hood and the masses, the latter perceived the announcement as a provocation. 
Faced with an aggravated security situation, the army stepped back, defused the 
strained situation, and the civilian government under Morsi assumed power in 
June 2012.

Although the SCAF’s role in the context of the Port Said incident of Febru-
ary 2012 remains unclear, it seems that the opposition movement would have 
criticized any action initiated by the interim administration. Thus, one can only 
partly identify the sending of helicopters to the stadium and the formal call for 
investigations as conflict-inhibiting factors. In contrast to the November 2011 
elections and the Port Said incident of February 2012, the military leadership 
benefited from the power transition to the Morsi administration in summer 2012. 
The fact that Morsi increasingly faced opposition from huge parts of the former 
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anti-Mubarak forces and that the police still could not provide security made the 
military once again emerge as guarantors of domestic stability. The verdict on the 
Port Said soccer killings in January 2013 reflected this setting. The armed forces 
were perceived as mediators between the incapable police apparatus on the one 
hand and the frustrated protesters on the other.

Notwithstanding the military’s stabilizing function as mediator on the po-
litical level as well as on the ground, the way Morsi was overthrown in July 2013 
demonstrated the temporality of that role. Two aspects in particular challenged 
the military’s function as peacemaker. First, the military leadership ordered the 
removal of the country’s first democratically elected president, thereby hazarding 
the consequences of the onset of polarized conflict. This is striking, given that 
General al-Sisi himself had warned the political camps about the explosive set-
ting prior to Morsi’s anniversary as president. Second, the armed forces escalated 
the violence by authorizing the security services to take action against the protest-
ers of the Muslim Brotherhood—witness the disproportionately high number of 
people killed by gunshot wounds.

In light of the qualitative change in the military’s use of violent force since 
Mubarak’s fall in February 2011, Egypt’s armed forces have proved a temporal 
peacemaker at best. Going beyond the official statements and military operations 
on the ground, one finds that the military’s involvement in the national economy 
is worth looking into. Some scholars argue that one of the principal motives of the 
armed forces’ support of the protest movement against Mubarak in early 2011 
leads back to their strong position in the national economy.80 The military as an 
institution remains strongly involved in the private economy. The armed forces 
run various businesses, including hospitals, banks, companies, and farms.81 His-
torically, President Mubarak rewarded retired military generals with leading posi-
tions as cabinet ministers, governors, chairpersons of top state-owned companies, 
and managers in the private economy to keep them out of politics.82 Against this 
backdrop, it is important to take into account the fact that since the toppling of 
the monarchy in a 1952 coup, all four Egyptian presidents have come from the 
military, which is still seen as a respected institution that provides stability and 
security. It is far from surprising that, despite its handing power over to President 
Morsi in June 2012, the military had secured its position in the new Constitu-
tion.83 Given this historically rooted leverage, neither the ouster of Morsi nor the 
subsequent arrest of prominent leaders of the Muslim Brotherhood came as a 
surprise.

With the military reconsolidating its power according to the Mubarak era, 
Morsi awaiting trial, and the Muslim Brotherhood having lost its leaders, political 
stability seems to have arrived in Egypt. However, as the analysis above has shown, 
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the military’s excelling as peacemaker did not produce this relative peace. Quite 
the contrary, it seems that the armed forces took back political power by violent 
means and thereafter reestablished the state’s monopoly of violence for its own 
sake—that is to say, to maintain their material benefits provided by the decade-
long involvement with the national economy. Clearly, then, the military would 
indeed act as “peacemaker” as long as this role served its political and economic 
interests.

It is probably impossible to trace decision-making processes within the 
“closed-shop” circle of the military leadership by using scholarly tools alone (e.g., 
access to expert interviews). However, this article holds three relevant implica-
tions for future research and policy making. First, the “stability by repression” ar-
gument proves double-edged. The provision of a state monopoly of violence on 
the ground may inhibit direct clashes between popular adversaries, but one-sided, 
indiscriminate measures will likely fuel grievances in the long run. Second, do-
mestic stability and security depend upon the capability and willingness of the 
armed forces to provide the necessaries. However, military repression alone is 
unlikely to guarantee that road in the long run. For instance, supporters of the 
Muslim Brotherhood continue to protest against the al-Sisi regime despite the 
detention of major leaders and violent means used by the security forces. Against 
this polarized backdrop, the Muslim Brotherhood should be included in the na-
tional reconciliation process. Otherwise, the historically rooted grievances felt by 
large segments of society during the Mubarak era will eventually surface and ma-
terialize into social unrest. Third, initiation of such a national dialogue is contin-
gent upon the inclusion of a third party capable of bringing the adversaries to the 
table. Because neither Washington nor Brussels dared to label Morsi’s ousting a 
coup staged by the military, the credibility of the West has been seriously affected. 
Given that fact, the United States and the European Union should at least try to 
act on the respective allies to make both the Muslim Brotherhood (via Turkey and 
Qatar) and the armed forces (via Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates) 
walk down their maximalist demands.84
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Sectarianism has experienced a boost in the aftermath of popular upris-
ings in the Arab world. Recent sectarian strife following the fall of 
Arab authoritarian leaders has been provoked by ideological rifts be-
tween Islamists and secularists and between conservatives and liberals, 

as well as by religious divisions between Sunnis and Shias, Muslims and 
Christians. However, the rise of sectarian strife in the aftermath of the 2011 
uprisings has also been stoked by geopolitical strategies as power vacuums 
create opportunities for political ambitions and agendas. While sectarianism is 
real and bears important risks, it is not the main driver of divisions in the re-
gion. The West must not lose sight of the fact that many regimes are stirring 
up sectarianism while neglecting other cleavages, such as regional agendas, a 
lack of respect for human rights, corruption, and poor economic conditions.

Yet, however manipulated it may be, the rise of sectarianism in the Middle 
East and North Africa (MENA) region risks undermining the prospects for 
building peaceful and stable democratic societies in the Arab world. This raises 
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several questions. How are political players favoring and instrumentalizing the 
reawakening of traditional religious and denominational cleavages? How have 
governments in the region responded? And what could Europe and the inter-
national community do to reduce sectarianism’s potential to spoil peaceful 
democratic transitions?

Deepening Traditional Rifts
Even though sectarianism in the MENA region is not new, it has ac-

quired alarming dimensions in a changing regional context. Many analyses of 
sectarianism in the MENA region concentrate on the religious and political 
divergences between Sunni Saudi Arabia and Shia Iran. Saudis and Iranians 
are mutually defiant regional strategic rivals. In a similar vein, other Arab Gulf 
countries are preoccupied by Iran’s connections with Shia Arabs and Tehran’s 
growing influence in the region due to its strong presence in post–Saddam 
Hussein Iraq and its alliances with the Syrian government and the Lebanese 
Hezbollah.

Naturally, when the Arab Spring opened new avenues of regional influ-
ence, tensions between Iran and the Gulf countries mounted. Tehran initially 
expressed its satisfaction over the toppling of Tunisia’s Zine El Abidine Ben 
Ali and Egypt’s Hosni Mubarak. From Iran’s point of view, the Arab people’s 
decision to oust their pro-Western leaders was good news. Tehran’s attitude 
changed, however, when riots erupted on the territory of its closest Arab ally, 
Syria. This confirmed Arab Gulf countries’ suspicions that Iran’s praise of the 
uprisings had only been in pursuit of its strategic interests.

Suspicions based on confessional divergences and the presumed political 
agendas behind them also prevailed in domestic debates in several MENA 
countries. In Tunisia and Egypt, the opponents of Muslim Brotherhood affili-
ates and Salafist parties deplored their presumed pro-Sunni Islamist financial 
support from Saudi Arabia and Qatar. In Bahrain, which is led by a Sunni 
minority, Shia-dominated antiregime riots led the Bahraini and several neigh-
boring governments to accuse Iran of interference. Similar accusations were 
made by Saudi Arabia when riots erupted in the country’s Shia-dominated 
east.

Divisions also abound beyond the apparent Sunni-Shia rift. In the United 
Arab Emirates, despite the absence of demonstrations, the state apparatus al-
leged risks of a regional rise of the Muslim Brotherhood and criticized the 
speeches of the Qatar-supported preacher Sheikh Youssef al-Qaradawi. By 
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doing so, Emiratis denounced the way some regional countries (Qatar and 
Saudi Arabia in particular) stood ready to support groups with religious-led 
agendas in order to strengthen their own regional influence.

The deepening of historic sectarian rifts in the region was accelerated by 
the Arab Spring, but its onset goes further back. In Iraq, sectarian strife has 
been rampant since the fall of Saddam in 2003. The Iraqi central government 
remains weak, struggling to ensure national unity. The rise of a strong Kurdish 
presence in the north and a Shia bastion in the south saw the Sunnis of the 
center squeezed between strong rivaling regional factions. During the Israeli-
Lebanese war in the summer of 2006, several of Hezbollah’s critics, such as 
Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Israel, and some members of the European Union (EU), 
judged Iran to be behind Hezbollah’s actions. In the Maghreb, diplomatic rela-
tions between Morocco and Iran were suspended in 2009 after Morocco ac-
cused Iran of attempts to convert Moroccans to Shiism. In the aftermath of 
the 2011–12 power shifts, several Arab countries now fear that such sectarian 
tendencies could reach and destabilize their own territories. Several govern-
ments in the region have therefore felt pressure to respond to these develop-
ments in order to avoid possible spillovers.

Between Containment and Instrumentalization
Since the toppling of some of their authoritarian peers, Arab leaders have 

been keen to avoid spillovers of two sorts: revolutionary regime change and a 
loss of social cohesion through sectarian strife. The Tunisia-originated wave of 
popular unrest has affected most Arab countries with only a few exceptions. By 
underlining their own importance for maintaining stability, threatened Arab 
leaders have contained and instrumentalized sectarian tensions at the same 
time.

Following Ben Ali’s fall and the spread of uprisings, Arab leaderships 
across the region adopted strict measures to contain demonstrations domesti-
cally, usually under the pretext of preserving national security. At the same 
time, Arab leaders’ overemphasis on the dangers of sectarianism conveniently 
served their purpose of safeguarding ruling elites’ hold on power. The risk of 
sectarian splits is real and present in several Arab countries. In Lebanon, sec-
tarian strife between Sunnis and Alawites in Beirut and in the north of the 
country has resurfaced. Nevertheless, Arab governments have adroitly instru-
mentalized the tangible dangers of sectarianism to keep a lid on protests.
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In Saudi Arabia, repression of timid uprisings in the east of the country 
was portrayed by the rulers as a struggle against Shia-led sedition. A similar 
public diplomacy strategy was adopted in Bahrain, where violence extended to 
a wider scale. Yemen’s President Ali Abdullah Saleh referred to tensions be-
tween communities as a plot aimed at destabilizing and dividing the country.

Sectarian tensions have assumed the most alarming proportions in Syria, 
where riots quickly turned to violence between Sunnis and Shia Alawites. The 
Syrian regime exerted harsh repression and justified its acts by the threat of a 
“foreign conspiracy.” The sectarian argument eventually served the Bashar al-
Assad regime in its efforts to curtail the dynamics of protests by keeping people 
away from the streets. In Saudi Arabia and Bahrain, sectarianism was used as 
a pretext to criticize Iran’s growing role in the region. Most significantly, the 
Gulf Cooperation Council offered membership to Jordan and Morocco. 
Though still in abeyance, this intended “alliance of the Arab kingdoms” can be 
understood as a way of building a “Sunni alliance” in opposition to Iran and its 
supposed “pan-Shiite” regional expansion strategy.

Wielding the argument of sectarianism is a powerful tool as it frightens 
many communities in the Arab world—such as the Berbers in North Africa. 
Both sectarian and interreligious tensions between Christians and Muslims 
present threatening scenarios in several countries, including between Copts 
and Sunni Muslims in Egypt, as well as in Lebanon and Iraq, where sectarian 
divisions are reflected in public institutions.

Nevertheless, the instrumentalization of sectarianism could also turn 
against rulers and their interests. Drawing attention to sectarian tensions runs 
the risk that such schemes will be appropriated and reinforced by the popula-
tion in a self-fulfilling prophecy. The same applies to the current overemphasis 
of media reporting and analysis on confessional, ethnic, and tribal affiliations. 
Overemphasizing these issues as a major source of regional identity questions 
the integrity of the nation-state and may potentially weaken national cohesion 
and favor disintegration.

How to Respond
Many international actors in the region have been taken in by the spectre 

of sectarianism. The United States and the EU were the first to buy into such 
a reading. In so doing, Western countries risk missing important nuances. Sec-
tarian affiliations are a reality, and so is a certain conflict potential inherent to 
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them. But sectarian strife is not the most pressing challenge faced by today’s 
Arab world.

The uprisings clearly show that political and socioeconomic grievances 
are at the center of people’s demands. In Tunisia, Egypt, and Yemen, initial 
demonstrations were based on demands for change from wide sectors of soci-
ety—including youth, the unemployed, and regime defectors—without strong 
sectarian affiliations or considerations. The quest for a better future and for 
new political rules was the main fuel for their demands. Whatever tribe, clan, 
religion, sect, or ethnic group they belonged to, citizens asked for “dignity” 
before anything else. It was only over time that sectarian tendencies came to 
the forefront. As transitions appeared to be regressing, people increasingly 
chose to identify themselves along tribal or confessional lines rather than po-
litical ones.

The international community should have learned a number of lessons 
from Iraq and Afghanistan. After being invaded, both countries experienced a 
deepening of internal sectarian tensions. This was largely due to an overem-
phasis on the role of sectarian communities in transition processes. Instead of 
placing trust in either country’s own potential for national transcommunitar-
ian cohesion, the invading powers bestowed an equal share of political pre-
rogatives on different communities. This triggered a deepening of the divisions 
between the various groups. Larger communities eventually came to consider 
it a great opportunity to strengthen their position. While Shias are dominant 
in Iraq’s current political process, the Pashtun people are a majority in Af-
ghanistan’s government.

The Arab uprisings confirmed the West’s long-standing inclination to 
favor transition processes that attach high priority to ring-fenced “minority 
rights.” Western insistence on the rights of the Coptic community in Egypt is 
a case in point. In Syria, the United States regularly stresses that it wants 
members of the opposition (especially those forming part of the Syrian Na-
tional Council) to commit more clearly to protecting the “rights of the mi-
norities.” However, there is some inconsistency: in general, Western countries’ 
potentially laudable defense of minority rights seems to be less fervent when it 
comes to defending the rights of Shias. For example, the international com-
munity has played deaf to demands for change from Shia communities in 
Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen. In particular, violent clashes between the 
Bahraini/Saudi armies and Shia demonstrators in 2011 and 2012 have not led 
to international condemnations anywhere near as severe and determined as in 
the Syrian case.
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In Libya, division between groups has been implicitly encouraged rather 
than avoided. Following Mu‘ammar Gadhafi’s fall, divisions have widened be-
tween the members of the Transitional National Council (TNC). Given that 
the country is comparatively homogeneous in confessional terms (Sunni), 
tribal, regional, and ideological divisions play a greater role. Since the begin-
nings of the anti-Gadhafi protests, Benghazi became a focal point for protests, 
somewhat to the detriment of regional priorities. Regional, ideological, and 
tribal rivalries have grown progressively since. Due to Libya’s decentralized 
history and societal structures, national cohesion has been more problematic 
here than anywhere else in the region. Moreover, no concrete steps for the 
organization of a post-Gadhafi transition had been defined before the fall of 
the Libyan leader. The result was further division among large parts of the 
population along ideological (Islamists versus secularists) or ethnic affiliations 
(Arabs versus Berbers as well as tribal rivalries).

Even though state protection of minority rights is important, foreign 
governments should stress the consolidation of the rule of law, citizenship, and 
human rights as a whole without a specific emphasis on any community or 
minority. By abstaining from distinguishing between one community and the 
other, the EU and the United States would gain credibility and trust in the 
region. While Russia and China may not be willing or able to give lessons in 
respect for minority rights, these two countries benefit from the perception 
(whether justified or not) that they are more reluctant to pick winners and play 
communities against each other. Western countries do not do themselves a 
favor when their actions arouse suspicions of divide and rule.

Conclusion
Genuine concerns over the dangers of sectarian conflict become confused 

with geostrategic considerations, often to the detriment of regional security. 
Some Arab leaders’ fears of being swept away by continuing uprisings lead 
them to instrumentalize sectarianism as a form of life insurance. The frequent 
reference to the Sunni-Shia rift presumably promoted by Iran is the most 
obvious example. Western actors need to move their sectarian-based reading 
of some events in the region towards broader interpretations. Both Western 
and local actors must stop viewing the MENA region through a sectarian 
prism and instead aim to strengthen the internal cohesion of nation-states.

Libya offers a concrete opportunity to do so. The TNC’s internal contra-
dictions, combined with a rise in tribal and local tensions, provide room for the 
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West to attach conditions to its support of the country’s reconstruction. Mean-
while, in Syria, the international community would be wise to broaden its 
sectarian interpretation of facts, according to which Alawites dominate and 
exclude all the other communities. It should move towards a more pragmatic, 
transconfessional narrative that calls on all Syrians, without reference to any 
community in particular, to define together a shared vision for Syria’s future.
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